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martin luther the first forty years
in remembrance of the 500th anniversary

of his birth

hans wilhelm kelling

on 10 november 1983 the protestant community throughout the
world will commemorate the 500th anniversary of martin luthers
birth in honor of this event conferences and symposia will be held
throughout western europeeurope1europea and the united states although
luthers accomplishments are primarily acclaimed by protestant
scholars and theologians the catholic position towards the reformer
has softened considerably and recent catholic scholarship has viewed
luthers reforms objectively and often with a considerable sense of
appreciation 2

not only the protestant denominations and lately the catholic
church acknowledge luther as a spiritual leader but the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints as well esteems him and the other
reformers highly and regards them as prominent forerunners of the
restoration statements by church leaders underline the vital role
which the reformers played in preparing the way fofor rJosephjoseph smith
and it is fitting to review some of luthers considerable accomplish-
ments and to recall his major contributions in recognition of his birth-
day anniversary

hans wilhelm kelling isis a professor of german and former chairman of the german department at brigham
young university

since luther was born inin saxony an area which isis now located inin east germany even the german
democratic republic isis holding a luther symposium to which scholars from all over the world are invited
nethe places where the mainmalnmainmaln events of the reformation took place have been restored or renovated and a flood
of tourists isis expected although 1983 isis also the looth anniversary of the death of karl marx itit isis luther
ironically who isis receiving top billing sincesince the state expects to earn much more western currency from
visitorsvisitors who will visitvisit the luther shrines than itit would from marxistsmarxisms see mitmil luther ist alles inin butter inin
derdersptegelspiegel 17 march 1983 ppap 103 13

ajohn2johnohn M todd martin luther westminster the newman press 1965 john M todd luther
london hamish hamilton 1982 most catholic theologians today concede that luther was a profound

spiritual force and that he was driven intointo open rebellion by the corruption of the church and the intransigent
and unenlightened position oftheodtheof the popes and their advisers the second vatican council 1962 65 adopted
many of luthers demands without however officially giving him credit the use of the vernacular inin liturgy
the priority of scripture over church tradition christ as the central focus of mans faith the serving of the
lords supper both bread and winewine to the laitywrymry and the church as the people of god who all share inin the
priesthood of christ 1
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probably the best known and most frequently paraphrased
reference in the church to martin luther is a remark made by the
prophetjosephprophet joseph smith during spring conference in nauvoo on 7 april
1844 concerning the excellence of the german bible translation ac-
tually the prophet does not mention luther by name but it seems
certain that he referred to luthers translation of the bible when he
stated 1 I have an old book in latin greek hebrew & german & I1

have been readgreada the germ I1 find it to be the most correct that I1
have found & it corresponds the nearest to the revnsreans that I1 have given
the last 16 yrsars 3 in view ofofjosephjoseph smiths longionglonion labors of translating
scriptures and giving voicevolcevoicevolce to many revelations his remark is indeed a
significant tribute to germany s most famous bible translator in
sunday school and seminary lesson materials and on certain appropri-
ate occasions the church has acknowledged the gratitude of the
saints to the german reformer in their centennial message to the
saints and to the world published in april 1930 the first presidency
stated when martin luther and others gave the holy scrip-
tures to the people of the world and in the strength of israels god
declared the truth the beginning of the end had come 4 an even
more encompassing statement concerning the reformation was made
in 1907 by presidentiosephpresident joseph F smith in an editorial entitled foun-
tain of truth published in the improvement era

calvin luther melanchthon and all the reformers were inspired in
thoughts words and actions to accomplish what they did for the
amelioration liberty and advancement of the human race they paved
the way for the more perfect gospel of truth to come their inspiration
as with that of the ancients came from the father his son jesus christ
and the holy ghost the one true living god 5

this article validates president smiths statement and also identifies
some of the limitations of luthers reformatory efforts

martin luther was born in eisleben reared and educated in
mansfeld erfurt and later in wittenberg small towns then located

candrewandrew3andrew F ehat and lyndon W cook comps and eds the words ofjosephof joseph smith the bontemcontem
horaryporary accounts odtheof rhetherge nauvoo discourses hoftkeoftkeof rhethe prophetjosephprophet joseph smith provo religious studies center
1980 p 351 see also ppap 358 366 and 402 joseph then observed that he considered the german
translation of the scriptures more correct than any other and furthermore he believed the german people
were more honest than many other nations ibid p 402

james R clarkdarkoarkoare ed messages odtheof rhethe finstfirst presidency odtheof the church ofjesusofjesus chastchnstchrirt oflatterof latternuffer duyday saints
7 vols salt lake city bookcraft 1971 52795 279 in a discourse delivered inm rexburgredburgRexburg idaho on 17 august
1884 president john taylor reviewed the accomplishments ofofmaninosmaninmartin luther and his able coworkerco worker philipp
melanchthon and acknowledged that they performed their labors under the influence of the spirit of god

they were good men they sought to do good and did do good for he that doethboeth righteousness isis
righteous they followed the leadings of that portion of the spirit of god which isis given to all men to profit
withal they operated min the interests of humanity journaluournaljournalofdiscoursesofdiscoursesofDiscourses 262 6 vols london latter day
saints book depot 1854 86 reprint ed 1967 252632526525 263265 CA64

joseph F smith editors table fountain of truth improvement era 10 june 1907 629
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portrait of martin luther by his friend lucas cranach the elder
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in the electorate of saxony but now in the southwest section of the
german democratic republic luther s father an ambitious man
who had advanced from miner to part owner and manager of several
mines planned for his son to become a legal counselor or diplomat at
the court of one of the numerous german rulers 6 consequently
martin attended good secondary schools and then studied law at
erfurt receiving his BA and MA degrees in 1502 and 1505 his
legal training provided him with the basis for clear and logical
argumentation which distinguishes him in his many debates and
publications the passing of a friend and a close encounter with
death during a violent thunderstorm in july 1505 caused him to
change his career and enter the augustinian monastery at erfurt to
devote his life to the lord although his decision to become a monk
is sometimes depicted as unfounded and rash it must be pointed out
that luther was reared as a devout catholic by pious parents and that
devotion to god and the church had been a natural and daily part of
his life since childhood the study of theology and service to god
had been considered as an alternative to the legal profession for some
time in 1507 he was ordained a priest and in 1512 was awarded the
doctor of theology degree from the newly founded university of
wittenberg in addition to his duties as a member of the augustinian
order and as a priest he was entrusted with an ever increasing amount
of administrative duties and with the chair of bible studies at the
university

during the years in the monastery as a student of theology as a
minister of the gospel and as a professor luther was plagued by a
fundamental question what can sinful man expect from gods
justice luther longed for godsgods grace but feared his condemnation
he endured agonizing mental and painful physical torture how
could he please a god who was angry with him and how could he es-
cape his vengeance the church had prescribed the way of meticu-
lous confession and of the performance of good works in order to
gain gods forgiveness and favor man has to confess his sins and
become pure luther went to confession daily often several times a
day at least once he confessed for six hours and when he was finally
finished he had still forgotten to confess a minor detail he pan-
icked man cannot be forgiven if he does not confess yet how can
he confess if he cannot remember every single detail of his wrong
doings when his confessors in exasperation and his superiors in

6germany did not become a unified nation until 1871 during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries
germany was divided into more than three hundred principalities which more or less solemnly pledged

allegiance to an emperor
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loving sympathy assured him that his minor transgressions were in-
consequential and that there was nothing to fear he became con-
vinced that they did not understand the sacrament of confession and
that all his confessions thus had been to no avail luther was des-
perate he was certain that his immortal soul would be summoned to
eternal damnation by the dreaded adversary he chose twenty one
saints 7 three for each day of the week to intercede for him at the
fathers throne but still god remained angry luther began to hate
god which is the most terrible of all sins he later recalled

though I1 lived as a monk without reproach I1 felt that I1 was a sinner
before god with an extremely disturbed conscience I1 could not believe
that he was placated by my satisfaction I1 did not love yes I1 hated the
righteous god who punishes sinners and secretly if not blasphe-
mously certainly murmuring greatly I1 was angry with god and said

As if indeed it is not enough that miserable sinners eternally lost
through original sin are crushed by every kind of calamity by the law of
the decalogue without having god add pain to pain by the gospel and
also by the gospel threatening us with his righteousness and wrath
thus I1 raged with a fierce and troubled conscience 8

finally after years of agonizing struggle he received insights and
light from the study of the bible to us it seems strange that luther
did not turn to the scriptures earlier for answers but it must be
remembered that the study of the bible was not part of a theological
education in his day the many commentaries on the bible written
by church authorities as well as the laws and rules of the church
originating from pronouncements of popes and church councils were
the primary sources for the study of theology in reading the old
testament luther came across the first verse in the 22d psalm my
god my god why hast thou forsaken me instantly able to sym-
pathize with david and with what became the agonizing cry of the
savior on the cross for the first time he felt understood gods own
son had also experienced the total alienation from the father because
of his identification with man and his participation in mans aliena-
tion christ the judge will understand luther the man and the
father who raised up christ triumphantly after having totally
abandoned him will also raise up man this miracle luther ex-
plainedplained remains mysterious and cannot be explained or fathomed by
human reason but must be accepted with simple childlike faith

in the catholic tradition a saint is a person who has accumulated during his lifetime more merits than
are necessary for his own salvation because saints are considered to be especially favored by god their in-
tercessionter with the father is believed to soften his heart

martin luther luthers works edj2roslavcdjaroslavJaroslavcd pelikan vols 1 30 and helmut T lehmann vols 31 56
56 vols st louis concordia publishing house vols 1 30130 and philadelphia fortress press formerly
Mhmuhlenberglenberg press vols 31 56 1955 76976 34336 37
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luther continued his search into the bible and as he compared the
latin vulgate the standard translation accepted officially by the
church with the more original greek manuscripts he gained addi-
tional insights thus he came to understand for example that the
greek word forjusticefor justice has the double meaning of justice and jus-
tification and he was comforted by the thought that the judge can
justify the sinner and express confidence and personal interest in him
and thus reclaim him from the clutches of satan particularly the
epistles of paul shaped luthers understanding and he accepted
pauls terminology of justification by faith the just shall live by
faith rom 111717 became a basic tenet of his philosophy and the
source for his reading and interpretation of all scripture 9

in order to appreciate luthers attack on indulgences one needs
to understand his emphasis on salvation through faith the sale of
indulgences had become a major scandal decried by honest and con-
cerned men throughout europe an indulgence in catholic theology
is a remission of temporal punishment which is due here on earth or
in purgatory by divine justice for sins whose eternal punishment
has been remitted and whose guilt has been pardoned by the recep-
tion of the sacrament of penance 10 the practice of transferring
merits had become a lucrative proposition for the church and was
being shamelessly exploited by insensitive church officials for their
own private gain it had become standard procedure to sell indul-
gences to raise money for holy wars against unbelieversbelieversun for the
building of churches and for the payment of church offices and
privileges 11

although frederick the wise the elector and ruler in saxony to
which wittenberg belonged did not permit the sale of indulgences

ibid 34337545375455734 337537
websters third new international dictionary svs v indulgence the popes right to grant in-

dulgences
in-

dulgencesces was based on the viewview that although sinssins must be accounted for individually one by one goodness
can be pooled the pope assumed stewardship of the huge pool of good deeds which over centuries were
thought to have been accumulated by jesus mary and the hundreds of saintssaints who had done more good
deeds than were necessary for their own salvation this treasury ofmeritsof merits could be dispensed to sinnerssinners by the
pope who claimed the keys to bind and to loosen on earth such a credit transfer was referred to as an inin-
dulgencedulgence in luthers time the papacy had decreed that indulgences could be granted not only to living per-
sonss ns but would be efficacious even for the souls of dead ancestors or family members who were believed to be
suffering inin purgatory see luthers ninety nivefive theses as quoted inin luthers works 3125512531 25 33

ostensibly the indulgence of 1517 was offered to raiseraise money for the building of st peterspeter s cathedral inin
rome but inm reality huge sums were diverted to kings and bankers for their personal coffers king henry VIII
of ofenglandengland for example was permitted to keep a fourth oftheodtheof the proceeds collected and king charles I1 of spainspam
was advanced a loan of 175000 ducatsdubats approximately 10000000 in germany the augsburg banking
house of the fuggersbuggers was allowed to take 20000 floransflorins which they had loaned to albrecht of brandenburg
who had to pay huge sums to the pope for his confirmation as archbishop of mainz will durant the
reformation A history ofeuropeanof european civilization from wycliftoWy clifto calvin 1300 1564 vol 6 of the story of
civilization new york simon and schuster 1957 p 338 according to durantsdurantaDurants estimate 20000 floransflorins
would be equivalent to approximately 500000 inin 1957 dollars but ifweiffeif we accept the price ofgoldosgoldof gold at 500 an
ounce itit would now be 1000000 see ibid p 295
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in his territory 12his12 his subjects had no difficulty availing themselves of
the documents by simply crossing the river to the neighboring terri-
tory they joyfully returned to wittenberg with the letters of indul-
gence and believed that their sins had been forgiven them this
greatly troubled luther who knew that contrition and deep sorrow
were necessary prerequisites for divine forgiveness and that his
parishonersparishionersparishoners were in danger of losing their salvation by believing the
claims of unscrupulous salesmen 13 he decided to act and call on his
learned colleagues to debate the issue of indulgences he proposed
that the basis for the academic disputation should be ninety five
short crisply worded propositions or discussion points called theses
following established custom he posted the ninety five theses on the
door of the castle church in wittenberg on the eve of a major holi-
day all saints day 31 october 1517

the issues which luther raised were of considerable public inter-
est and luthers arguments were very quickly circulated throughout
europe this was made possible through the medium of the printing
press which had only recently been perfected by byjohannesjohannes gutenberg
although the original propositonspropositions had been penned in latin within
weeks german translations were made available to the lay people

at the outset theses 1 5 luther asserted that the entire life of a
believer must be one of repentance and that the sacrament of penance
does not meet the saviors requirement as stated in matt 417 re-
pent for the kingdom is at hand the latin version of the word
repent poenitentiam agite was interpreted by the church to mean

do penance referring to the greek text however luther con-
tended that the actual meaning was be penitent change your
heart or turn away from your sins luther denied the power of
the pope to release sinners from purgatory and to absolve sins no
storehouse of credits exists he stated from which the pope could
dispense indulgences

5 the pope neither desires nor is able to remit any penalties except
those imposed by his own authority or that of the canons

frederick did not forbid the sale for theological reasons but rather because he wanted to protect his own
profit making business special shrines with sacred relics had been established throughout the catholic
world but especially in rome which devout pilgrims believed had the power to remit sins frederick was
an ardent collector of relics and accumulated so many that wittenberg was often referred to as the german
rome his collection contained thousands of bones teeth hairs and pieces of clothing of various saints

one piece of bread eaten at the last supper one piece of stone on which jesus stood to ascend into heaven
the viewing of these relics accompanied by stipulated contributions made possible the reduction of a stay in
purgatory for oneself or others to the extent of 1902202 years and 270 days frederick did not intend to
lose considerable income for his own coffers and for this reason forbade the indulgence salesmen to enter his
territory roland H bainton here I1 stand new york abingdon cokesburyCokesbury press 1950 ppap 69 71

durant1313urant the reformation p 339
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20 therefore the pope when he uses the words plenary remission of
all penalties does not actually mean all penalties but only
those imposed by himself

21 thus those indulgence preachers are in error who say that a man is

absolved from every penalty and saved by papal indulgences
22 As a matter of fact the pope remits to souls in purgatory no pen-

alty which according to canon law they should have paid in this
life

2233 if remission of all penalties whatsoever could be granted to anyone
at all certainly it would be granted to the most perfect that is to
very few

24 for this reason most people are necessarily deceived by that indis-
criminate and high sounding promise of release from penalty

3335 they who teach that contrition is not necessary on the part of
those who intend to buy souls out of purgatory or to buy confes-
sional privileges preach unchristian doctrine

37 any true christian whether living or dead participates in all the
blessings of christ and the church and this is granted him by
god even without indulgence letter 14

the two most appealing arguments are stated in theses 82 and 88 if
the pope were a loving christian concerned with the salvation of
christians and if he has the power to release souls from suffering
why does he not freely do so for everyone

82 why does not the pope empty purgatory for the sake of holy love
and dire need of the souls that are there if he redeems an infinite
number of souls for the sake of miserable money with which to
build a church the former reason would be most just the latter
is most trivial

why are indulgences only issued during certain specified time
periods luther objected to the idea that one had better hurry and
buy before the sale ends

88 what greater blessing could come to the church than if the pope
were to bestow these remissions and blessings on every believer a
hundred times a day as he now does but onceonce1515

in other theses luther contended that indulgences are actually
harmful to the recipient since they impede his salvation christians
must be taught to love one another and freely give to the poor not to
the rich princes of the church the pope cardinals and bishops must
not amass huge fortunes but should distribute their wealth among
the needy and serve for the love of god and man

lutgerluther s works 3127 29
ibid 3132 33
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the great appeal of luthers arguments is readily appreciated it
must be remembered that luthers intent at this point was not to at-
tack or abolish the papacy or the church but to correct gross errors
and practices which were committed by unworthy men who luther
thought were possibly acting without the popes full knowledge it
was the dominican order which had been commissioned to spearhead
the sale and the ensuing debate matched the dominicans against the
augustiniansAugustinians who generally sided with luther thus luther quickly
made several powerful and influential enemies who misrepresented
his position inin rome and he consequently incurred the wrath and
anger of the papacy and the church hierarchy several attempts by
well meaning men at reconciliation failed mostly because of the in-
transigence of the church hierarchy and because of the veritable flood
of acrimonious writings against luther to which he felt compelled to
reply often in language equally as sharp insulting and crude as his
opponents

three monumental events brought about luther s final break
with the church and led to his establishing a new denomination

1 the debate with professor johann eck in leipzig in july 15151919
2 the issuance of the papal bull of excommunication in late 1520

and 3 the stripping of luthers civil rights by the imperial diet of
worms in may 1515212 1

the ninety five theses were the subject of discussion between eck
and luther johann eck a formidable debater skillfully maneuvered
luther onto dangerous ground he pressed his opponent to declare
that the only head of the church is christ that popes had often erred
in matters of doctrine and most serious of all that church councils
had been fallible in the past and issued contradictory decrees for
luther holy scripture was the final and true authority not the canon
law of the church the pronouncements of popes and councils or the
statements by honored church fathers and theologians eck suc-
ceeded in associating luther with john huss 16 who had been burned
at the stake as a heretic and whose teachings had been condemned as
abominable luther was tricked into accepting some ofofhussshussshesss articles
as christian and evangelical by getting luther to express such senti-
ments eck inflicted heavy damage on luthers reputation and stand-
ing in the church associated him with the despised hussitesHussites and
succeeded in labelling him a heretic not only luthers repeated

john huss 1369 1415 opposed the growing secularization of the church and called for reforms and
closer adherence to the gospel principles as they arearckrckre taught in the bible huss was burned at the stake at the
council of constance his followers who were located mostly in bohemia rose in arms against the catholic
forces and desired privileges
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outbursts against the papal office and the person occupying the chair
of the bishop of rome and also his various publications directed
against church doctrines led to his excommunication on 2 january
1521 he had been warned repeatedly that he would be excommu-
nicated if he did not accept the churchschurche ultimatum to recant com-
pletely and submit himself to church authority in rome luthers
answer was to burn the papal decree and a set of church laws in a bon-
fire in wittenberg attended by his students and fellow faculty A few
months later he was summoned before the imperial diet of worms

until the spring of 1521 the emperor charles V a staunch
defender of the church had been too occupied with political and
military matters in territories outside of the german principalities to
pay much attention to the situation within when he finally managed
to call the reichstag the assembly of german princes and rulers into
session luther had won the sympathies of many of the dignitaries
and was much more popular with the people than the emperor on
18 april before the emperor and the august gathering of princes
bishops and potentates luther defended his writings and when
pressed hard to recant his views he uttered these famous and
dramatic words

unless I1 am convinced by the testimony of the scriptures or by clear
reason for I1 do not trust either in the pope or in councils alone since it
is well known that they have erred and contradicted themselves I1 am
bound by the scriptures I1 have quoted and my conscience is captive to
the word of god I1 cannot and will not retract anything since it is

neither safe nor right to go against conscience I1 cannot do otherwise
here I1 stand may god help me amen 17

the assembly did not agree on what action to take some wanted
to move very cautiously so as not to arouse the knightsandknightsknight andsand the people
to violent action others found it politically expedient to side with
luther finally on 26 may 1521 after much debate and after most of
luthers supporters had left worms the emperor signed the edict
which had been prepared by papal emissaries luther was stripped of
all civil rights it also placed anyone who would shelter feed or aid
him in danger of similar censure all ofhis writings were condemned

the scene has lent itself readily to dramatic embellishment inin writing and painting and indeed it was
one of those rare moments when an outstanding individual isis about to change the course of history forever
traditiontraditin has it that luther actually spoke the words 1 I cannot do otherwise here I1 stand may god help me
amen it isis generally assumed however that the words here I1 stand may god help me were inserted
later by an admiring scribe to the officially printed text of the proceedings the german words inserted intointo
the official latin text read ich kan nicht anderst hie siehestehe ich gotgothelffmirhelff mir amen see D martin
luthenslathersluthers werke kalKnKaikaitischekntischetische gesamtausgabe 92 vols weimar hermann boehlausBoehlaus nachfolger 1883 1970
783878587 838858 luthers works 3211332 113115 and deutsche reichtagsakten unter karl V ed adolfadolfwredewrede goettingengoettingerGoettingen
vandenhoek & ruprecht 1962 25552 555 56 especially n 1
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and forbidden to be printed or distributed luther himself had al-
ready left the city in april and on his way home had been taken into
protective custody by his sovereign frederick the wise for ten
months he stayed in hiding in the wartburg castle near wittenberg
where he occupied his time with the translation of the new testa-
ment from greek manuscripts into german 18

while luther was in retreat his followers in wittenberg many
of whom were much more radical than he took matters into their
own hands and started to reshape the church they encouraged
monks and nuns to leave their monasteries and marry they changed
the celebration of the mass and served the lords supper both bread
and wine to the laity even without requiring previous confession 19

they removed images and pictures from the churches stripped the
priest of his vestments instituted adult baptism by immersion estab-
lished societies which held all things in common encouraged a para-
disiacaldisiacal garden of eden atmosphere in which people would walk
around naked and advocated the death penalty for those who did
not accept these reforms the more moderate elements were losing
control and appealed to luther for intervention luther returned to
wittenberg took firm control and condemned most of the radi-
cal changes in consultation with such eminent scholars as philipp
melanchthon 20 luther in the ensuing years instituted the following
reforms permitting monks and nuns to leave the monasteries and
marry if they so desired dismissing priests whose only responsibility
had been to read masses for the dead changing the mass giving the
sermon a more central importance and reading the mass and the
scriptures in german and serving the lords supper in both kinds to
everyone who wished to partake luther himself married a former
nun katharina von bora in 1515252 5 and became a devoted father to his
six children

18thethe old testament translation was completed about ten years later the bible translation became a
bestsellerbest seller because itit was writtenwritten in language and style which the common man could easily understand it
also became the basis for the development of the german literary language and made possible the great
flowering of german literature in the seventeenth eighteenth and nineteenth centuries

ivihe19theivine church had strictly required confession before participation in the lords supper and only the bread
was served to the laity the cup was served to the priest who drank the wine vicariously for the congregation

2ophilippphilipp melanchthon 1497 1560 became luthers closest associate and worked diligently but
unsuccessfully to avoid a complete break with the catholic church he was a brilliant scholar and humanist
who possessed extensive knowledge of greek latin hebrew and the liberal arts he aided luther in his
debates and in composing his pamphlets and he clearly enunciated the principle of scriptural authority
against the primacy of the pope his writings are systematic and authoritative statements of theology in prot-
estantism melanchthon composed the augsburg confession 1530 the basic statement of protestantism
which constituted the irreparable breakwithbreak with the catholics and the famousapologyfamous apology 1531 which is regarded
as one of the most intelligent theological writings oftheodtheof therhe reformation and a fundamental statement of
lutheranism melanchthon is also called the preceptor of germany for his ground breaking work in
founding preparatory schools and reorganizing the university system he not luther is the actual founder of
the protestant public school system
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among luthers voluminous writings 21 the three reformatory
treatises except for the bible translation are his most famous and
popular works they were all composed and published in 1520 be-
fore luther was summoned before the diet of worms the best
known of the three to the christian nobility of the german nation
was addressed to the german political leaders written in german 22

and printed on 18 august the second the babylonian captivity of
the church was published on 6 october originally in latin23latin23 23becausebecause
it was not intended for the average christian but for theologians and
scholars the third pamphlet the freedom ofaodaof a christian was com-
pleted in early november and was also in latin 24 it along with a let-
ter was addressed to pope leo X and is more conciliatory in tone than
the first two publications

when writing to the christian nobility luther benefited from
the advice and cooperation of officials of the saxon court who were
anxious to make him their eloquent spokesman in it he placed the
responsibility for reform firmly on the nobility and denounced the
three basic claims of the church 1 that the power of the church is

superior to power of the state 2 that only the pope may interpret
scripture and 3 that only the pope may convene church councils in
denying the catholic claim of the fundamental distinction between
the priestly class and the laity luther asserted that all christians are
equal that through baptism all men are priests obviously it was
much too early even to consider the equality of women and that
every soul including the popes is subject to secular authority
this latter point is important in that it reverses the centuries old
period of church domination in secular affairs by placing the church
under the protection and guidance of civil authority luther laid the
foundation for the national church the landeskircheLandes kirche the concept
that church and state are involved with each other to the extent that
the state collects and distributes church taxes pays the clergy and in
a way supervises church affairs this concept originated early during
the reformation since the various lutheran church communities
breaking off from the mother church obviously needed supervision
and guidance which was best provided under the auspices of the lords
and city councils the legal basis for this arrangement was initially
formed after the religious wars in the peace of augsburg 1515555 5 and

the definitive edition D martin luthers werke kfitischekritischeKrit ische gesamtausgabe consists of 92 volumes
22the221he german title is an den christachenchristlichenchrist Achenlichen adel deutscher nation von des christachenchrist Achenlichen shandesstandes besserungBesserung

the second panpart of the title von des christlichenchrist lichen stander besserungBesserung concerning the improvement of the
christian estate is usually left out in english translations see luthers werke 7381 404 69.69gg

23dede captivitate babylonicaBabylo nica ecclesialecclesiae in luthers werke 6489 497 573
trao21txatustractatusTrac tatus de aberatateliberatateAberaliberatafetaterafe christiana in luthers werke 712 38 49 73
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the peace of westphalia 1648 and buttressed through the principle
of culusaulus regio beiuseius religiobeligioreligio which asserts that the government deter-
mines the religious affiliation of its subjects

in the main body of the treatise addressed to the christian no-
bility luther strongly indicted specific abuses practiced by the church
and made numerous proposals for reform again and again rome
was taken to task for having dominated both the german emperor
and his feudal lords in germany and for having extorted heavy taxes
from the people

some have estimated that more than three hundred thousand gulden a
year 15000000 find their way from germany to rome this money
serves no use or purpose we get nothing for it except scorn and con-
tempt and we still go on wondering why princes and nobles cities and
endowments land and people grow poor 25

luther then challenged the noblemen to oppose the pope and to
stop the flow of gold to rome advice which was all too eagerly
accepted since it provided them the opportunity to confiscate rich
church properties and keep the church taxes for themselves

the babylonian captivity of the church reinterpreted the church
sacraments since the church controlled her members from birth to
death through a well buttressed sacramental system luther struck
at the heart of the church and set the stage for his arguments in
the freedom of a christian babylon of course was rome and as
the jewish people were carried into captivity by the babylonians so
christians had become enslaved by the romanistsRomanists and the papacy
through the misuse and misinterpretation of the sacraments

according to luther there is no scriptural basis for five of the
traditional seven sacraments penance confirmation marriage or-
dinationdi and extreme unction he retained baptism and the lords
supper and devoted half of the treatise to these two deploring the
withholding of the cup from the laity the doctrine of transubstantia-
tion 26 and the sacrifice of the mass

in view of luthers frequent and urgent appeals to scripture and
his insistence that he was guided by the holy spirit his views on bap-
tism to a latter day saint are disconcerting to be sure he per-
ceived baptism as an essential ordinance for salvation but while
stressing the spiritual implications and blessings he completely

luthers works 44143
21thethe official catholic doctrine teaches that in the sacrament the substances of bread and wine are

miraculously transformed into the body and blood of christ while retaining their appearance and taste
luther rejected this doctrine in favor of the position that christians while partaking of the bread and wine
are mystically united with christ and the body of believers the body and blood of christ join with the bread
and wine consubstantiation
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deemphasized the significance of the baptismal prayer the external
form immersion and adult baptism and priesthood authority he
rejoiced that god

has preserved in his church this sacrament baptism at least untouched
and untainted by the ordinances of men and has made it free to all na-
tions and classes of mankind and has not permitted it to be oppressed
by the filthy and godless monsters of greed and superstition for he
desired that by it little children who are incapable of greed and
superstition might be initiated and sanctified in the simple faith of his
word even today baptism has its chief blessing for them but if the in-
tention had been to give this sacrament to adults and older people I1 do
not believe that it could possibly have retained its power and its glory
against the tyranny of greed and superstition which has overthrown all
things divine among us here too the wisdom of the flesh would doubtl-
ess have devised its preparations and dignities its reservations restric-
tions and other like snares for catching money until water brought as
high a price as parchment letters of indulgences does now 27

luther never questioned the practice of baptizing infants in fact he
defended it by maintaining that god has obviously accepted this
mode of baptism because he has poured out his holy spirit on so
many

since god has confirmed baptism through the gift of his holy spirit as
we have perceived in some of the fathers and others who were
baptized in infancy and since the holy christian church will abide until
the end of the world our adversaries must acknowledge that infant bap-
tism is pleasing to god 28

he anticipated and refuted the argument that children do not yet
have faith by stating that faith is conferred by baptism and develops
in the person after the sacrament has been performed besides
the vicarious faith of those who bring the infant to the font is quite
sufficient

luther was well aware that the word baptism means immer-
sion and much preferred this mode of baptism to any other 1 I
would have those who are to be baptized completely immersed in the
water and this is doubtless the way it was instituted by
christ 29

there were three modes of administering baptism in use at this period
luthers time immerimmersioimmersionsio ie total immersion of the child in the

21 lutherrluthers works 3657
111y1hatwhat does this mean luthers catechism today ed phillip E pederson minneapolis augsburg

publishing house 1979 p 160 see alsolufhersalsoaiso luthers warkeowerkeowerkevolWer kevolkeo 17 no II11 ppap 79ff and 84ff 26157 46687
and 53206

19luthers19luthers works 3668
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font superfusionsuperfusiosuperfusio ie holding the naked child over the font and pour-
ing water over him profusely and infusio ie dipping only the head of
the child in the font luther strongly favored immersion 30

nevertheless luther accepted other forms of baptism as well

baptism truly saves in whatever way it is administered if only it is ad-
ministered not in the name of man but in the name of the lord in-
deed I1 have no doubt that if anyone receives baptism in the name of
the lord even if the wicked minister should not give it in the name of
the lord he would yet be truly baptized in the name of the lord for
the power of baptism depends not so much on the faith or use of the
one who confers it as on the faith or use of the one who receives it 31

this kind of argument seems strange since in other matters luther
was so adamant and insistent on correctness and truth

he was equally as unconcerned about the question of authority
in baptism or for that matter in other priesthood functions the
man who performs the baptism is simply the vicarious instrument of
god and it is really god who thrusts you under the water with his
own hands and promises you forgiveness of your sins speaking to
you upon the earth with a human voice by the mouth ofhis minister 32

luthers position on baptism and some other gospel ordinances
validates john taylors assessment of him as a good and righ-
teous man who operated in the interests of humanity and who
was guided by the spirit of god and not by the holy ghost 33 a
vital distinction which accounts for luthers limitations and for the
fact that he was a reformer and not a restorer and prophet this does
not diminish his accomplishments in his calling as a reformer whose
basic conservatism did not allow him to revolt against orthodox doc-
trine and theories but rather against practices thus he objected
strenuously to the indulgence traffic and to the domination of the
church hierarchy in the daily life of its members through the sacra-
mental system however to the end he accepted and defended the
traditional doctrines infant baptism the trinity the spiritual nature
of gods person the actual presence of christ in the last supper a
personal devil hell and a noncorporealnoncorporeal resurrection

in the struggle to retain control of his movement and to save it
from dissipating or falling into radical hands he transferred the
power held by the church to the state and advocated the divine rightfight
of kings thus opposing political upheaval and revolution directed

ibid 53100 n 2 see also 3529
31ibidibid 3663 64
31ibid 3662 63

journal ofdiscoursesof Discourses 25263
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toward governmental change while freeing his followers from the
tyranny of an infallible pope he subjected them to the tyranny of an
infallible book just as restrictive when a narrow and incorrect inter-
pretationpretation leaves little or no room for additional insight and revela-
tion nevertheless his emphasis on regular scripture reading on
jesus christ as the lord and the only source of mans salvation on re-
jection of false traditions and on the quest for truth must be viewed
positively since such an approach if honestly and sincerely pursued
prepares man to accept the fulnessfalness of the gospel and the restoration of
all things for that most of all we honor martin luther
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perpetuation of a myth mormon danitescanites
in five western novels 1840 90

rebecca foster cornwall and leonard J arrington

in caldwell county missouri during the spring and summer of
1838 there had been instances of vandalism theft and terrorism
against mormon settlements mormonscormonsMormons fearing a repeat of the occur-
rences in jackson and clay counties from which they had been driven
by force and political maneuver in 1833 and 1836 were determined
not to lose their properties again therefore over a period of eight to
sixteen weeks a small group of mormon men met in private homes to
plan defensive tactics against gentiles and dissenting mormonscormonsMormons

the initial targets of these brothers of gideon as they called
themselves were mormon dissenters several leaders who by vio-
lating economic or moral codes had given aid and comfort to the
enemy anti mormon mobs I11 these defecting leaders and their fami-
lies were intimidated by the brothers of gideon into leaving missouri
A more general purpose for the band then emerged direct retalia-
tion against the anti mormon terrorists 2 after recruiting additional
members the band included as many as three hundred of the esti-
mated two thousand mormon men in missouri 3 many danitescanitesDanites as
they came to be called were simultaneously members of the mormon
wing of the state militia a fact which confused the identities and pur-
poses of the two groups 4 one danite member even claimed that
their plunder was deposited in the cooperative storehouses main-
tained by mormon bishops 5

sampson avard founder of the danitescanitesDanites was arrested for these il-
legal activities and brought to a preliminary hearing of charges in

rebecca foster cornwall is currently seeking a masters degree in fine arts at the university of utah leonard
J arrington is the director of the joseph fielding smith institute for church history and is the lemuel H
redd professor of western history at brigham young university

leland H gentry the danite band of 1838 brigham young university studies 14 summer 1974
427

ibid21bid

john corrill A briefhistorybrief history odtheoftheof the church ofchristof christ qflatterdayof lafterlatter day saints new haven conn research
publications 1967 p 32

gentry danitedanlie band p 440440
ibid ppap 435 36
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november 1838 there he claimed to have been following orders
from the mormon first presidency joseph smith hyrum smith and
sidney rigdon 6 although witnesses sympathetic to the mormonscormons
denied this other witnesses were hostile and the first presidency
spent the winter in jail waiting for trials which never came 7 by testi-
fying against the church leaders avard escaped conviction

the short lived existence of the danite band created controversy
both inside and outside the mormon church most of the danite
leaders were speedily excommunicated 8 even in the early danite
meetings contentions had arisen over the volatile and secretive
tendencies of its leaders 9 it was during this period that some church
members began to distrust sidney rigdon who may have supported
the band by his incendiary public rhetoric 10 one constructive result
of the danite affair was that it defined more clearly for the whole
church the religious ethic of forbearance which later guided mormon
response to josephtojoseph smiths murder the forced exodus from nauvoo
indian harassments and the utah expedition of 1857 11

but it required the grace of god without measure which
joseph smith called for to equably bear intolerance violence and
governmental apathy joseph and later brigham young constantly
found it necessary to instill some of this grace into members who were
overeager for revenge it can safely be said that although church
authorities occasionally let off steam in public in action they were
usually restrained counseling nonprovocationnonprovocarion

incidents of violence on the utah frontier were rare considering
the expanse of the mormon settlement and almost immediate inter-
ruption of its isolation surrounding the most tragic and widely
reported incident the mountain meadows massacre was an inflam-
matory circumstance utah was in a state of war preparing for

ab6bB H roberts A comprehensive history odtheofthe church ofjesusof Jesus caristchrist oflatterof latnerLatterlafner day saints 6 vols salt
lake city deseret news press 1930 15001 yoo500 8 22232 223

gentrygently danite band ppap 434 35 450
ibid p 426
ibid p 437

10 ibid10ibid ppap 446 499 see also james B allenalienailen and glen M leonard the story odtheof rhethe latter day saints
salt lake city deseret book co 1976 ppap 121 24

in an excellent study of mormon policy the mormon church and the spanish american war an
end to selective pacifism pacific historical review 43 august 1974 342 66 D michael quinn discusses
brigham youngs counsel ofofnonrevengenonrevenge after joseph smiths death Brigbrighamsbnghamsbighamshams conciliatory attitude inin in-
dian relations mormon reactionreaction to the utah expedition of 1857 58 and other challenges see also gaylon
L caldwell mormon conceptions ofindividualof individual rights and political obligation stanford calif stanford
university press 1952 chap 10 gordon C thomasson war conscription conscience andmormonismand MormonismMonnon irmism
santa barbara privately published 196611966 ppap 13 17 and ronald W walker sheaves bucklersbucklessBucklers and the

state mormon leaders respond to the dilemmas of war sunstone 7 julyduly august 1982 43 56
Brigbighamsbnghamshams policies reflect the earlier revelationsrevelationsrelationselationslons to joseph smith inin kirtlandrutland on 6 august 1833 which
declared the ethics ofinof meeknessofinecknesseckness and reliance on the lord to fightflghtonesones battles after all peaceable measures had
been taken see sectionsection 98 of the doctrine and Covecovenantsnarits salt lake city deseret book co 19811981
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invasion by a federal army unfortunately the details of the massacre
and the harassment ofjohnstons army by the utah nauvoo legion
and minute men originally formed to protect settlers from indian at-
tacks were usually distorted in the national press fiction writers
were quick to use these incidents along with tales of the short lived
danite band between 1850 and 1900 these writers created a fic-
titious horde of DadanitesdanltescanitesDanldaninitestes in dozens of short stories and more than
eighty novels travel books and pseudomemoirspseudomemoirs published in
america and europe by 1900 at least fifty six anti mormon novels
alone had been published in english incorporating one or more
aspects of the danite myth beginning with the false assumption that
there was a functioning danite organization in utah 12

what made the sons of dan alias destroying angels alias
brothers of gideon so absorbing a topic for victorian writers on
what did these writers base their notions As creators or borrowers of a
legend how did they treat it in this paper we trace the danite theme
in five of the more palatable and popular novels published between
1840 and 1890

MONSIEUR VIOLET 184313

the danitescanites and indeed the mormonscormonsMormons made their fictional debut
in frederick marryatsmarryattMarryats monsieur violet his travels and adventures
among the snake indians london 1843 this was one of six
novels for boys written by captain marryat a british naval hero who
later forged an equally illustrious career as an author 14

monsieur violet purports to be the story of a young french
nobleman as told to marryat it is a loosely strung narrative of

1213yby the authors count for discussion orsomeofsomeof some oftheseof these works see leonardjleonardJ arrington andjonandion haupt
intolerable zion the image of mormonism in nineteenth century american literature western

humanities review 22 summer 1968 243 60 cassie hydehydchockhock the mormonscormons in fiction phd diss
univuniversityrsityrosity of colorado 1941 and neal lambert saints sinners and scribes A look at the mormonscormons in fic-
tiontion7tiong utah Hiftonhistoricalihalical quarterly 36 winter 1968 637663 76

some western historians believe that literary images of the mormonscormons perpetuated not by territorial officials
journalists or polemicists but by fiction writers were a potent influence on public sentiment and thus on govern-
mental policy toward the mormonscormons for instance a rash of antipolygamyanti polygamy memoirs published in the early
1850s characterized the mormonscormons as a superstitious depraved and treasonous people in the year before the
utah expedition of1857of 1857 four appeared ofwhichof which two could be considered bestsellers maria wards female life
in utah became an international favorite going into six english and five foreign editions see leonard J
arrington andjonandion haupts the missouri and illinois mormonscormons in antebellumante bellum fiction dialogue aljournalajoumalajournal
ofofmormonmonnonmormon thought 5 spring 1970 37 50 while early mormonscormons blamed some oftheirof their missouri troubles on
fiction writers they included the whole concatenation of diabolical rascality all that are in the magazines
and in the encyclopedias and all the libelous histories that are published dacd&c 123512 35 revelation dated march
1839 duringjosephduring joseph smiths imprisonment in libertyjailliberty jalijail over the danite affair

frederick marryat monsieur violet 3 vols london longman brown green and longmans 1843
on the life of marryat see arrington and haupt mormonscormonsMormons in antebellumante bellum fiction ppap 38 39 and

frederick marryat A diary in america 3 vols london longman orme brown green and longmans
1839
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encounters with plains indians the mormonscormons are seemingly brought
in as an afterthought joseph smith is introduced on the pretext of
monsieur violets visiting nauvoo as a representative of an indian
chief who wishes to unite with the mormon kingdom this gives
marryat the chance to editorialize for fifty or more pages on the new
religion the most extraordinary imposition of the nineteenth
century p 298

and editorialize he does through violet marryat comments
perceiving how anxious I1 was to learn anything about this new sect

my host introduced me to a very talented gentleman who had every
information connected with their history p 298 this introduc-
tion however was in printed form and took place after marryatsmarryattMarryats
return to england not during his 1837 visit to st louislouls no admirer
of democracy marryat was susceptible to books and theories which
discredited frontier culture the gentleman who supplied marryatsmarryattMarryats
fictitious violet with information about mormonism could have been
any one or a composite of several protestant ministers and disaffected
mormonscormons who wrote anti mormon histories between 1834 and
1843 however marryatsmarryattMarryats wording and thought most closely resem-
ble henry caswallsCaswalls the prophet odtheof the nineteenth century a seem-
ingly erudite work there are footnotes on every page but one which
borrowed extensively from john C bennetts and earlier dissidents
polemics 15

according to marryat probably borrowing from caswall a secret
danite society was formed shortly afafterterjosephjoseph smith sidney rigdon
and others arrived at far west missouri the society was bound by
an oath and covenant with the penalty of death to defend the
presidency and each other unto death right or wrong they had
their secret signs by which they knew each other either by day or
night appp 152 53 16 marryat through violet mentions the salt
sermon in which sidney rigdon reportedly threatened dissenters
with being trodden under the foot of the church like washed out
salt until their bowels should gush out p 154 with an inde-
pendent touch marryat has violet describe a beautiful but fortified
nauvoo the description based on a letter from a superior officer of
the US artillery appp 161 66

marryat precedes this secondhand information with an impro-
visationvisa tion which is intended to explain americans susceptibility to

henry15henry caswall the prophet of the nineteenth century london printed for J G F and
J rivingtonsRivingtons 1843 john C bennett history odtheoftheof rhetherge saints or an expose ofjoeof ioejoeloe smith and mormonism
boston leland and whiting 1842 caswall was an anglican divine in st louis bennett was an ex

nauvoo politico and mormon defector
compare caswall prophet odtheof rhethe nineteenth century ppap 155 57
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religious mutations and which becomes the prototype of succeeding
fictional danite settings spiritualism violet muses can be expected

in the western country of the united states on the borders of the im-
mense forests and amidst the wild and broken scenery of glens and
mountains where torrents roll with impetuosity through caves and
cataracts where deprived of the amusements and novelties which
would recreate his imagination the farmer allows his mind to be op-
pressed with strange fancies and is a slave to the wild phantasma-
goria of his brain appp 135 36.3656

in a final flight of strange fancy and colorful diction marryat refers
to the mormonscormons as warlike fanatics p 166 because of their in-
tent to annihilate all other sects we may therefore see the
time when this gathering host of religious fanatics will make this
country america shake to its centre A western empire is certain
appp 164 65

voila religious polemic breeds historical inaccuracy which gen-
erates literary myth few would continue to read caswall or bennett
but many would read marryat for a long time to come including fledg-
ling authors who would reject his antirepublicanismrepublicanismanti but remember
his art

THE WILD HUNTRESS 18611718617

the wild huntress 3 vols london 1861 was one of many
romances by captain mayne reid an irishman who trapped and sol-
diered in america as a young man and returned to england to be-
come an author of adventure stories his popularity is indicated by
the inventory ofofmudiemudie s circulating library for 1848 69 showing titles
of authors kept in stock 41 volumes by james fenimore cooper
32 by sir walter scott 24 by marryat 23 by charles dickens
20 by reid 15 by william makepeace thackeray and 11 by robert
ballantyne 18

huntress was not a relative favorite among reids fans although
written at the height of his career and sold in impressive enough
numbers the plot and structure were borrowed from his own past
works reid knew his readers taste for authentic detail mixed with
violence and camouflaged sexual fantasy but he had supplied these
needs so often by the time he wrote huntress that his storytelling
had become almost slick still huntress demonstrates why reids

mayne reid thethewlildhuntressweldwild huntress 3 vols london richard bentley new burlington street 1861
fortor biography and criticism of reid see joan steele captain mayne reid boston twayne publishers

a division ofofgoagG K hall and co 1978 sara keiths tabulation ofofMudies library holdings is on p 112
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works were so popular their republicanism thrilled british boys and
american readers their heroes represented a number of races and
social classes villains in huntress include a white mormon a danite
chief a red outcast and a black mammy the glory ofofreidsreids work
was his power of description the reid canon as assessed by the spec-
tator was that in spite of his weak characterizations and muddled
plots he was able to create atmosphere he could make the reader
conscious of residence under a new sky f 9 19

huntress opens with a matchless description of a tennessee
hunters cabin and clearing into this clearing wanders a british
gentleman who falls in love at first sight with the hunters blonde
poetry reciting daughter next from the cabin steals the tempestu-
ous halfbreedhalf breed huntress of the books title to meet her backwoods
lover finally enter greasy josh stebbins the mormon blackmailer
compared to stebbins even holt the gullible surly hunter seems
decent despite the fact that he betrays a daughter to the mormonscormons to
avoid prosecution for an alleged past murder after the introduction
of characters the melodrama quickly deteriorates into a chase across
the great plains to rescue holts daughter from dishonor but even
this silliness is subservient to dangerous encounters with indians told

with the finish of an artist 20

how did reid work danitescanites into the tennessee wilderness josh
stebbins is a mormon missionary he seeks converts and wives for the
mormon prophet and recruits for the band of destroying angels
with which he is confederate men whose strong arms and stout
hearts qualify them to defend their faith with violence and blood-
shed stebbins flatters the dour old hunter holt telling him that he
would make a good danite youre just the man to be one of them
and I1 have no doubt youd be made one as soon as you joined us
3237

bebecausecause reid relished contrast and foil one can predict that his
danitescanites will be lurid the hero describes a band of these avengers
who guard a mormon wagon train six more villainous looking indi-
viduals I1 had never beheld there was no sign of the angelic neither
in their eyes nor features not a trace but on the contrary each
might have passed for an impersonation of the opposite character a
very devil incarnate 3327

their baseness happily illuminates the chivalric soul of our british
hero whose heart is so pure that his desires do not include avenging

ibid191bid p 49
20according to steele edgar allan poe uses this phrase in describing reid ibid p 20
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evil but only preserving innocence the executive myrmidons of
the mormon faith at last prove their impotence against the valor and
cunning of our heroes josh stebbins falls with a purple hole in his
forehead while his men retreat like buffalo through the gorge but
not until they ve offered formidable opposition 3334 35

how much personal knowledge did reid possess about the mor
mons early in huntress his narrator states accident had made me
acquainted with the mormon religion not with its tenets for it has
none but with the moral idiosyncrasy of its most imminent emi-
nent apostles no personal expertise is necessary he claims to
understand mormonism in all its cruel significance one need only
read its history and its chronicles 1308 at that time these
chronicles were limited to marryat and the anti mormon histories
marryat had appropriated

before reids return to england in 1848 he had opportunities
for vicarious if not firsthand acquaintance with the mormonscormonsMormons for he
had lived and traveled on the mississippi river he spent the year
1839 40 working and teaching near the docks of new orleans the
disembarkingembarkingdis port for mormon immigrants to nauvoo during the
next three years he joined trapping and exploring expeditions which
originated in st louis even then a trade and travel center to which
nauvoo was oriented the naturalistjamesnaturalist james audubon one expedi-
tion leader is said to have taken a liking to him and to have taught
him western horticulture and no doubt lore 21 missouri newspapers
were of course interested in the mormonscormonsMormons reporting on them regular-
ly or with rare exception in a tone akin to that of bennett and
caswall

it is difficult to explain why in huntress reid abandoned his
customary magnanimity in characterizing not just a few danitescanites but
mormonscormons in general as vulgar and brutal their leaders as

conspirators charlatans hypocrites and imimpostorsposters if you will
having neither faith dogma nor doctrine 1312 his absorption

in rhetoric went beyond the requirements of drama always in finan-
cial trouble reid perhaps turned to this footnote in his experience as
a vehicle for saleable exoticism 22what22 what he wrote was not entirely
true but if the rumors that the mormonscormons were practicing polygamy
were true and in 1852 they proved to be then reid felt the mor
mons were a threat to traditional decency and thus fair game for a

2ibldibid ppap 18 19
22 steele describes the dreamlike quality of reids fiction as offering a great deal of instinctual gratifica-

tion of a sadomasochisticsadomasochistic nature and satisfaction of a euphoric state depicted in shades of black and
white containing hidden appeals to their readers deepest psychological nature ibid ppap 129 30
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writer of moral tales whose business was to superficially uphold
decency while actually offering a legitimate release from it more-
over reid was not prone to discriminate between fact and fiction in
his stories any more than in his life edgar allan poe whom reid
met in new york city through a mutual friend accused him of every
day fibbing on a surprising scale calling him a colossal but most
picturesque liar 23

FIRST FAMUES OF THE SIERRAS 187624187624187614

during and immediately after the civil war there was a hiatus in
anti mormon literature in 1870 however albert aiken andjohnandyjohnand john
beadle resurrected the danitescanitesDanites and by 1875 a new generation of
writers and reformers were at work carrying the theme of the evils of
mormonism through at least thirty four novels in two decades 25 one
of the most popular and perhaps the finest of all the danite novels
was first farliesfamliesFam lies of the sierras published in chicago in 1876 and
again in 1881 under a new title canitesdanites in the high sierras its
author cincinnatus hiner miller had posed in london under the
assumed namejoaquinname joaquin as an american cowboy poet in chapskinschapskins and
sombrero he liked to compare his poetry to byrons in new york
critics snubbed his poems but his novel was adapted into a hit play
which went through several revivals 26

at fifteen too young to be critical miller had started his educa-
tion as a miner and cook in the oregon and california camps he
seems never to have gained the critical spirit he lived his life virtu-
ally unedited romanticizing the mining camp on paper and letting
others smooth over his poetry the result is not unpleasant

miller treats the danitescanitesDanites as he does all his characters without
malice or for that matter accuracy he considers danitescanites to be
synonymous with all the followers of the prophet joseph As a rule
those who followed the prophet as well as those who murdered him
were wild ignorant men from the mountains of tennessee the wilds
of virginia and their own missouri p 63 beginning with a most
gentlemanly reference to the historical conflict between the mormonscormons

131bid131ibidbid p 20
2424joaquinjoaquin miller first farliesfamliesFam lies odtheoftheof rhethe sierras chicago jansen mcclurg and co 1876

by the authors count
26mM M marberry splendid poseur joaquin miller amerAmeiamericanican poet new york thomas Y crowell

co 1953 ppap 158 60 the standard biography on miller based mainly on what he said about himself is
harr wagner joaquinjonpon miller and his other bersansersanselyselfSerseay saasanSansva francisco harr wagner publishing co 1929 see
also stuart P sherman ed the poetical works of ofjoaquinjoaquin miller new york G P putnamsrputnamsPutnams sons 1923
ppap 3 39 and allan gates halline american plays new york american book co 1935 ppap 379 81.81
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and the pikes pikes peakersbeakersPeakers or transplanted missouri rednecks
miller sets up the mormonscormons in his novel as an artifice for suspense

the prophet of god as these men professed had been slain unlike
the christians they proposed to slay in revenge I1 fancy you might trace
this on till you came to the awful tragedy of mountain meadows put-
ting the two tragedies together side by side and passing them on to the
impartial judgementjudgement of some pagan I1 am not certain that he would not
pronounce in favor of the mormon appp 64 65.65

the reader does not encounter a real danite anywhere in the story
but a pretty young woman whose brothers it is rumored helped to
killkilkiiklikilljosephljosephjoseph smith comes to the forks in the sierras

the womanscomans fate entwines with those of the townspeople
mostly miners bred on hard religion and low life they are the first
famliesfarliesfam lies later joined by hatchet faced men not from missouri
who with their idecated educated ways put terror into the old
timers p 205 but more terrible still are the danitescanitesDanites who have
no faces they are goblins who strike at night in vengeance for
wrongdoing they are the adder in the path cunning beyond the
comprehension of simple men whose sins boil down to ignorance
drunkenness and whoring in a land where few men feared death

these danitescanites alone were crafty venomous and subtle and so it
was that the fear of them was no common fear p 155

miller acquired much of his knowledge about the mormonscormons from
newspapers but because he knew ina coolbrith whose family was
mormon 27 he was not overly influenced by negative reports
furthermore his personal morality strayed far enough from vic-
torianismtorian ism that the mormon practice of polygamy which earned
instant animosity from other sources could not have offended his
sensibilities very much this lack of animosity towards the mormonscormons
is evident in his mild and deliberate handling of the danite theme
with typical ambivalence according to an editor of the deseret eve-
ning news miller in 1889 seemed remorseful for misrepresenting the
mormonscormonsMormons although he continued to boast that he had been responsi-
ble for popularizing the danitescanites in literature 28

lnaina coolbrith 1842 1928 was the daughter of don carlos smith brother ofofjosephjoseph smith in 1852
after her fathers death her mother agnes coolbrith smith took ina whose real name josephinawasjosephinawas after

her unclejosephuncle joseph and her sister to san bernardino later los angeles ina who adopted her mothers maiden
name kept in touch with her cousin joseph F smith but was basically reared as a non mormon see
leonardjleonard J arrington divinely tall and most divinely fair josephina donna smith ina coolbrith
utah libraries 13 spring 197011970 8 14.14 ina coolbrith an american poetess was poet laureate of california
in 1915 she along with bret hartehane edited the overlandoverlandmonthlymonthly 1868

sec28scescesee report of millers visit to salt lake city in the 19 december 1889 deseret evening news p 2

cols 1 2 miller later redeemed himself by praising mormon domesticity in A roundelay of salt lake
first published in the san francisco bulletin and reprinted in the 19 november 1903 latter day saints
millennial star liverpool
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THE DYNAMITER 18851883188329188399

the novel and stage versions oiof canitesdanites in the high sierras mark
the height of the literary portrayal of the danitescanitesDanites unfortunately the
stereotype had by this time come into full currency hence many in-
ferior and biased imitations of millers works were being written
support for antipolygamyanti polygamy laws enacted in the 1880s must have been
aroused partly by the twenty one book length works of anti mormon
fiction published in that decade by american and british houses
many of these works play upon the myth of the danitescanitesDanites of the
twenty one two are moderately competent and only one of these is
still read today this is the dynamiter which satirizes the whole
genre of anti mormon fiction and is therefore valuable as a capsuliza
tion of the myth 30

dynamiter is a tangle of contrived plot and attitudes it might
help to note at the outset how it was created robert louis stevenson
was temporarily blinded and bedridden from one of his many bouts
with consumption his wife fanny van de grift stevenson nursed
him constantly perhaps tyrannically as shown by the fact that in
desperation robert persuaded her to leave him and take a walk each
day while outdoors she was to concoct a tale to tell him on her
return 31 some months afterwards short of money they worked
these tales into a novel this helps explain the shifts in tone and skill
although it is unfair to attribute as some did only the livid passages
to fanny 32

the novel parodies just about everything victorian middle class
decency feminine innocence masculine chivalry german revolu-
tionariestionaries british fear of revolutionaries and literary stereotypes of the
spunky old dowager the avenging mormon and the voo dooingcooing
west indian in brief three young londonersLondoners down and out but
barred from menial jobs by bourgeois pride decide to go detecting
each is independently duped into dangerous subterfuge by the same
beautiful anarchist one of these young gentlemen mr challoner
meets her on a train or rather she accosts and beguiles him into a
wild chase involving secret messages and futile rendezvous then she
disappears realizing that he has been hoodwinked the young man
returns to london happens on a wonderful rental opportunity and
settles into a bland existence until one day his house is blown up

19robert louis stevenson the dynamiter new york charles scribners sons 1925
3qbethe decade 1875 85 brought the height of anti mormon publishing we have counted twenty four

full length books this does not include plays short storiesstones poetry articles and journalistic works
margaret mackay the violent eriendfrienderrendliendleend the story ofmrsof mrs robert louis stevenson garden city NYN Y

doubleday and co 1968 ppap 186 87
511311521bidibid311bid p 305
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whom should he capture fleeing from the explosion but the beauti-
ful girl who at last confesses her story in a long flashback to her
childhood in utah her parents it seems misled into mormonism
had reared her a saint in her young maidenhood haunted by the
prospect of a polygamous marriage she fled zion only to be pursued
by the very danite who had just dynamited challonersChalloners house which
by coincidence is owned by the girls aunt

the stevensonsstevensonnStevensons drew upon stock images of the mormonscormons for their
portrayal of the danite destroying angel and his territory marryatsmarryattMarryats
frontier had long since been moved to the still unknown regions of
the west p 23 in particular utah here is a vast and melancholy
desert through which strangers guide themselves by the skeletons of
men and animals and where neither beast nor bird disturbs the
solitude p 23 the elders ofofzionzion are hair oiled and chin
bearded the women of their haremshares mentally stunted p 30 the
heroine on the other hand has a smile of touching sweetness eyes
deeply violet and honest eloquence of soul her life consists of

glad simplicity not a thought to coquetry or to material cares
until the mormon elders demand from her father some signal mark
of piety p 34 of course her father refuses and during his mid-
night attempt to smuggle his family out of the valley he is hunted
down by brigham youngs henchmen never to be seen again the
poor daughter flees to the states and finally across the ocean fol-
lowed by the mormon eye

the dynamiter however turns out to be like no other danite we
have seen before the stevensonsstevensonnStevensons had great fun with him both
knew better about the mormonscormons fanny had lived in two desert
defiles austin texas and virginia city nevada with her first hus-
band sam osbourne robert had spent a year in which he fre-
quented bookstores and became acquainted with western literary
society 33 As much as manipulating a stock theme they were satirizsatiria
ing antipolygamyanti polygamy novels public response to them and british
respectability to boot which comes across in the story as inane self
justification the dynamiter himself maintains his alias as a chemist
only until he too can escape brigham young self rationalization is
the joke behind all three adventures

it is probably inaccurate to say that the joke was made at the ex-
pense of the stereotype here was the humorous enlightened use of
a literary image which had been treated very soberly often ignorantly

33lauralaura L hinckley the stevensonsstevensonnStevensons louis and fanny new york hastings house 1950 ppap 71 73
scesee also anneannc roller issler stevenson at silverado caldwell idaho caxton printers 1939
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in newspapers magazines and third rate novels of the day two
types of individuals perpetuated the danite myth writers and politi-
cos who catered to the mass preference for exaggeration and hysteria
and the literati who laughed at the mass preference but nevertheless
courted it although in a saner and more skillful manner with few
straightforward sympathetic treatments of the mormonscormons and virtually
none that reached the mass audience nothing counteracted the total
effect of bad press 34 but the stevensonsstevensonnSteven sons must be credited with an at-
tempt to kill the literary danite with the hope that he could never
again be used with harmful effect

A STUDY IN SCARLET 1886351886

in 1886 when arthur conan doyle needed a macabre backdrop
for a detective story he readily and misguidedly found it in danite
country at the time he wrote A study in scarlet doyle alone of the
six authors considered here had no firsthand knowledge of mormon-
ism but derived his notions entirely from written sources

one inspiration for study was the dynamiter the stevensonsstevensonnStevensons
bestseller of three years earlier from which doyle borrowed his hero-
ines name and situation and the anarchist motif 36 but doyle him-
self had grown up on such myths and did not need the stevensonsstevensonnStevensons
As a child he had read everything by mayne reid at least once with
an appetite voracious and indiscriminate he had devoured news-
papers and magazines since his teenage years 37 the british yellow
press at the time was urging hanging for mormon missionaries who
were widely believed to be kidnapping english servant girls 38 doyle
would have encounterdencounters articles about the mormonscormons not only in the
mass press but also in better journals which reported on the subject
with a frequency equivalent to atlantic harpers and saturday
review each printing mormon pieces at least twice a year 39

it is possible to identify even more immediate sources for A
study in scarlet doyle wrote the story from march to the middle of

34seesebjanseejanjan shipps from satyr to saint american attitudes toward the mormonscormonsMormons 1860 1960 paper
delivered at the 1973 annual meeting of the organization of american historians and at the charles redd
center for western studies brigham young university 19 september 1974 A copy of the paper is in the
possession of the authors A modern perspective of mormonscormons in the press comes from dennis L lythgoe
the changing image of mormonism dialogue ajournalpfmormonA journal of mormon thought 3 winter 1968 45 58

33arthur33arthur conan doyle A study in scarlet new york A L burtbun 1900
36charlescharieschlrles higham the adventures of conan doyle the life odtheoftheof the creator ofsherlockof Sherlock holmes new

york W W norton and co 1976 p 75
3737ronaldronald pearsall conan doyle A biographical solution london weidenfeld and nicolson 1977

p 28 see also higham adventures of conan doyle ppap 73 75
3 for one example see london quarterly review 2 1884 115 22

by the authors count
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april 1886 in the international review of february 1882 a copy of
which was found in doyles papers an unfriendly report on the mor
mons appeared which contained a description of the great basin
markedly similar to doyles in study 40 on 30 march 1886 a report
appeared in the london times on the latest government efforts to rid
utah of polygamy entitled the last struggle of the mormonscormonsMormons
this article too was sensational in tone and suggested conditions in
utah suppression of dissent threat of violence for which the
danitescanites had elsewhere come to serve as a convenient unifying
symbol 41

study is interestingly some say badly plotted with two entirely
different settings the narrator dr watson begins his tale in con-
temporary london in an imaginary neighborhood described so vividly
that tourists still seek it this framework is distinguished by the
debut of sherlock holmes whose brilliantly flawed personality
surely one of the most satisfying character developments in english
literature provides the sole vindication of studysstuds continued appeal
to holmess delight a murder takes place by page ninety it is
solved the remaining sixty pages are devoted to the confession a
story which takes us to utah and some wrapping up

even early readers of study found the danite flashback to be
as pearsall says melodrama of the most off putting kind 42 but
doyle was always fascinated with the unearthly and at the time he
badly needed money so he borrowed an alkali basin of desolation
and silence where there was no bird in the still blue heaven but
where the coyote skulks the buzzard flaps heavily through the
air and the clumsy grizzilyfrizzilygrizzily bear lumbers through the dark ravines
p 101 into this dreary district snakes a caravan of grave iron

faced men with meek pale faced women p 109 the mormonscormonsMormons
their children toddle beside the wagons along the trail the mor
mons discover an old long thin man and a starving little girl
p 111

among these mormonscormonsMormons

to express an unorthodox opinion was a dangerous matter the victims
of persecution in missouri had now turned persecutors of the
most terrible description not the inquisition of seville nor german
vehmgericht nor the secret societies of italy were ever able to put a
more formidable machinarymachinerymachinary in motion than that which cast a cloud over
the territory of utah appp 127 28.28

higham4ofegham adventures ofofconanconan doyle p 74
ibid
pearsall41pmso conan doyle p 30
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illustration from A study in scarlet
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the invisibility of the danitescanites makes life there doubly terrifying a
dissenters family never knows who struck or when since a victim
never lives to tell when the supply of women runs short in the mor-
mon haremshares immigrant camps are rifled toITO this day in the lonely
ranches of the west the name of the danite band or the avenging
angels is a sinister and ill omened one p 129

obviously the myth had ossified by the time doyle took it up
undaunted he preserved it for future generations of mystery and
western writers who like himself were willing to capitalize on a
ready made plot in 1922 upon doyles impending visit to salt lake
city an englishman wrote to him complaining that study in scarlet
gave the impression that murder was a common practice among the
mormonscormonsMormons doyle apologized for having written in my early days a
rather sensational and over colored picture of the danite episodes a
passing stain in the early history of utah he hoped that the truth
would be noted by a certain section of the british press 43

conclusion

in overview how did these six authors treat the danite theme
frederick marryat introduced it to fiction when he plugged intointo

monsieur violet almost verbatim passages from contemporary anti
mormon chronicles out of this beginning mayne reid created an
individualized danite of audacity courage deceit lustfulness vin-
dictiveness slimy vuvulgarityigarity murderousness and devilishly sardonic
wit he stretched marryatsmarryattMarryats already stretched truth by identifying as
danitescanitesDanites if not all mormonscormonsMormons at least the best mormonscormons those with
the strongest arms and hearts from this time on the image of the
danite was synonymous with that of the mormon joaquin miller
knew as much about the mountain meadows massacre as was avail-
able in 1875 enabling him to write more credibly about the danitescanites
and to speculate in his novel as to why the spectre was so persistent in
the minds and imaginations of poor sinful pikes in spite of this sen-
sitivitysitivity largely through the success of stage versions of first famTamfamilieslies
miller can be credited with fixing the stereotype of the danite in the
popular mind in the stevensonsstevensonnStevensons burlesque may be seen the main
elements ofdaniteof danite literature the stereotypes of ruthlessly obedient
henchmen and broken spirited women a morbidly naturalistic set-
ting and a sinister view of mormon authoritarianism in the matured

43 43letterletter dated 10 may 1923 in arthur conan doyle manuscript file library archives historical depart-
ment the church ofjesusofjesus christ oftatterof latter day saints salt lake city doyle wrote about his trip to utah in a
chapter entitled theabethetbe mormonscormonsMormons in our secondamericansecond american adventure london hodder staughton 1924
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myth the mormonscormons carnal hard lipped men who keep haremshares of
mentally stunted women patrol the silent melancholy reaches of
the west where no man but an occasional fair haired maiden
defies brigham young and lives to tell the story conan doyle made
no innovations in this tradition he simply overbakedoverbankedoverbaked it

where did these six authors acquire their ideas about danitescanites
and mormonscormonsMormons five of the six had travelled in regions of mormon
influence the central mississippi the great basin and california
where they had gained a personal knowledge of hearsay about the
mormonscormonsMormons if not about mormonism itself the stevensonsstevensonnStevensons seem actu-
ally to have reacted against stances commonly taken in the press
structuring their stories in opposition to some prevalent attitudes
even the writings of marryat and reid were less virulent in tone than
the class of anti mormon subfictionsuffictionsubfiction being printed and their bias can
be ascribed to their first conditioning to mormonism in the 1840s in
missouri the region and period of most intense anti mormon feelings
and actions extent of exposure to the real product did not consis-
tently correspond with how realistically any of the six portrayed
mormonism other considerations such as artistic and philosophical
intent played a more important role than historical fact did in treat-
ments of the danitescanitesDanites

aside from personal travels and the media fiction writers inher-
ited their notions about danitescanites from each other being borrowers
and lenders they quickly developed a convention from which they
rarely strayed once established the myth endured with only minor
adaptations

these authors seem to share too an inborn taste for the kind of
sensationalism that explains victorian absorption in mormonism
more serious students who happened upon utah in person or print
were impressed with the mormonscormonsMormons agrarian and social accomplish-
ments wrought so quickly in isolation but our authors did not dwell
on innovations or achievements mormonism appealed to them for its
peculiarities notably polygamy the evil fact of polygamy made
credible almost any fiction about mormonism to minds so inclined
an isolated crime such as the mountain meadows massacre unsaid a
hundred denials of a danite conspiracy

accompanying this negative predisposition to mormonism were
the novelists affinity for phantasmogorias of all kinds seen
through contrast exaggeration simplification and generalization A
few misrepresentations about the mormonscormons could easily become tor-
rents rolling with impetuosity through the caves and cataracts of
marryattmarryatsMarryats or the stevensonsstevensonnSteven sons or millers imaginations conan doyle
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invoked this explanation when askedoascedoasked to retract study it was best to
leave the matter alone he said besides things were always depicted
more luridly in fiction than in history 44

finally use of the danite theme arose out of simple opportun-
ism fiction writers moralistsmoralists at heart could not be expected any
more than journalists to overlook such a topic more to the point
these authors wrote their mormon books during financially diffi-
cult phases of their careers A lucrative market existed for mormon
stories which appealed both to the reform minded and the curiouscurious
the pious and the prurient fiction writers would not lean toward
financially unprofitable authentic studies on the order of remys
journey to great salt lake city45city they turned to more sensational
and marketable approaches victorian novelists dwelt on myths
about the mormonscormons because the facts were simply too mundane

441bidibid
julesjuies remy and julius brenchley journey to greargreat salt lalelake city 2 vols london W jeffs 1861
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saints and dancers

i
A body quickening the air above the stage
instills with arms and legs a pattern
flowing like an image echoed
in a thousand transitory mirrors

the quick quick pirouette
then slow
and still
the fingers delicate extension

then collapsing into motion
circles breaking into circles
the body pulsing in and out of brightness
brilliant braiding of the mind and flesh
ignited into flame
by something quite beyond them both

2

saints and dancers know
that only through the disciplined and slender stem
Is glory and the flowering of grace

randall L hall

randall L hall is a curriculum writer for the LDSIDS church educational system church office building salt
lake city utah
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two meiji scholars introduce
the mormonscormons to japan

frederick R brady

by the time mormon apostle heberjheberd grant and his three com-
panions arrived in yokohama to begin their missionary labors in
august of 1901 other christian denominations had been proselyting
actively in japan for over thirty years the entire bible had been
translated into japanese nearly fifteen years earlier and a native
clergy had arisen influential though few in number the christians
were firmly entrenched in japan and they were both curious about
and apprehensive of mormonism

heberheberjheberdJ grant had never been a missionary before so he had
chosen two experienced men as his companions louis A kelsch and
horace S ensign the fourth elder alma 0 taylor was barely
nineteen none of the four could speak japanese and none knew
much if anything about the land or people of japan I11

the press soon learned of the arrival of the mormon party and
apostle grant found himself the center of much attention his noto-
riety increased when he and his companions were denied rooms in a
foreign owned boardinghouse the landlords excuse was that elder
grant was a polygamist 2 the incident was reported in several english
and japanese newspapers and at about this timerimedime elder grant was
interviewed by reporters from two leading papers thejijitcjijitc jiji shimabshimposhimpb and
the niroku shinpo both interviews were highly informative and
relatively free of bias but they like the articles in the other
newspapers focused on polygamy 3

frederick R brady is senior asian cataloger for the IDSLDSils genealogical library salt lakelike city utah
gordon A madsen comp A japanese journal apnp nd ppap 6 7 11 excerpts from the mis-

sionary diary of heberdheberjofheberj grant scesecsee also alma 0 taylor aboutjapanabout japan and thejapanthe japan mission improve-
ment era 10 november 1906 1 9

2thejapan271 japan times 22 august 1901 p 3 F staniland to the editor tyethetafthejapanjapan weekly marmatmad 31 august
1901 p 226 Ifochi shinjunshinbunShin bun 19 august 1901 p 3 yomiuri shinjunshinbunShinbun 19 august 1901 the above are
translated by and quoted in frederick R brady thejapanesethe japanese reaction to mormonism and the translation
ofmormon scripture into japanese masters thesis sophia university international college 1979 ppap 94
97 98 126 27

see brady japanese reaction to mormonism chap 5
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many of these articles and letters in the newspapers exhibited
great animosity toward the mormonscormonsMormons mainly because of the polyg-
amy issue in order to lay to rest some of the rumors about himself
and the church and to actively begin his labors elder grant met the
editors of some english language newspapers he also had calling
cards which were printed in japanese and bore his portrait 4 A major
activity was replying to letters and editorials although elder grant
and the others could do this by themselves in english when it came
to working with the japanese language it was difficult to find a teacher
many qualified teachers were missionaries of other churches and were
hostile toward mormonism finally the mormon elders were for-
tunate to find two christian japanese gentlemen who willingly gave
them assistance one of these was takahashi goro

takahashi was a teacher and scholar of renown who had par-
ticipated in the translation of the bible into japanese 5 impressed
with a magazine article in which takahashi defended the mormonscormonsMormons
elder grant decided to invite the scholar to dinner takahashi spoke
fluent english and during his weekly dinners with the elders he
learned a great deal about the history and doctrines of mormonism
he offered to write a book about the church finance its publication
from his own pocket and receive his reimbursement from its sales
elder grant was very enthusiastic and he lent takahashi a number of
books and photographs to use in research 6

takahashisTakahashis book morumonkybmorumonky0 to Afomorumonaforumonnumonrumon kyokyototo mormonism
and mormonscormonsMormons was published in august 1902 7 it is a thick tome
filled with philosophizing about polygamy and speculation about the
origins of the american indians it might have sold better without
this padding as it was the poor sales were to prove disillusioning
but the basic material about the history and teachings of the mormon
church illustrated with photographs is excellent for one thing the
first translation of the articles of faith intojapaneseinto japanese is found here 8

the modern version differs only slightly from takahashisTakahashis version in
some articles and not at all in others another strong point is the fine

one of grants autographed calling cards is in special collections harold B lee library brigham
young university provo utah

otis cary A history of christianity in japan protestant missions tokyo charles E tuttieturtletuttle 1976
1149

heberdheberj grant address 4 april 1902 conference reports 1901 1904 ppap 47 49 see also murray L

nichols history of the japan mission of the church ofjesusof jesus christ of latter day saints 1901 1924
masters thesis brigham young university 1957 ppap 19 34

7takahashitakahashi goro morumonkyomorumonkyb to morumon kyoto mormonism and mormonscormonsMormons tokyo published by
author 1902 A copy is in special collections lee library BYU translations by brady of significant por-
tions are in brady japanese reaction to mormonism chap 7

ibid ppap 172217 22
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translation of joseph smiths personal account of the first vision
the viewpoint of the entire work is that of an admiring nonmember

takahashiTakahashlashi eventually had a fallingfailing out with the missionaries late
in 1903 several months after elder grants release from the mission
and return to america the circumstances were very tragic and in
order to relate them we must backtrack to march 1902

shortly before leaving to attend the churchschurche general conference
in salt lake city in the spring of 1902 elder grant baptized his first
two japanese converts the first nakazawa hajime was a shinto
priest who spoke no english 9 nakazawa began to be dissaffecteddissaffected
when elder grant refused to lend him money to start a new vocation 10

finally he was caught red handed in an attempt to burglarize the
mission headquarters elder ensign who had become mission presi-
dent in grants place and the other elders excommunicated nakazawa
on the spot and then turned him over to the police news of the ar-
rest caused a small sensation and takahashi wrote a disgruntled let-
ter to elder ensign following are excerpts from that letter as well as
elder taylors comments on it

my dear rev mr ensign
I1 am very sorry to learn that nakazawa has become a thief on

account of his poverty you know the fact better than any other in
the world I1 heartily sympathize with him everybody knows
that nakazawa lost his lucrative profession for sympathizing with mor-
monism you cannot forget it as no one can but mr grant quite
cold bloodedly has left him destitute of help mr grants sudden
change of his proceedings have contributed more than any other to
check your progress or rather to annihilate your prospects the
public has forgotten you and my book has sold only a few
copiescoples

in short some persons are now very angry with you for this unhappy
issue of one of your brothers and ready to assail you to crush your
prospects trumpeting your cold bloodedness in respect to mr N of
course I1 shall and will endeavor to defend you the consequence is to be
much feared I1 believe you remember what I1 have often spoken about
nakazawasNakazawas future I1 was right to my great grief I1 cannot write any
more adieu

yours truly
takahashi goro

the purpose for inserting this letter here in taylors journal is to
record the sentiments of a soured friend this man takahashisTakahashis name
appears many times in this journal of my mission to japan hewahe wassourour

9nicholsnnicholsichols history ofofthejapanrhethe japan mission ppap 25 26
heberdheberjiohebcrjHeberJ grant address 4 october 1903 conference reports 1901 1904 p 13 nichols history of

thejapanthe japan mission ppap 25 26
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heberheberjheberdJ grant and nakazawa hajime the first convert inin japan
on the day of nakazawaNakazawass baptism
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closest and most daring advocate just as long as the phantomisticphantomistic idea he
had formed concerning the wealth and position he would obtain by
befriending and writing about us lasted in my opinion he is a man
who loves foreigners so long as he can make a fat living off them and
turns traitor as soon as he finds they cannot be duped neither by
his flattering speeches nor by his threats his remarks concerning
bro grants cold bloodedness and nonfulfillmentnon fulfillment of promises arcare a
reflection upon his own dishonesty and breach of promise

elder taylor was saddened by what he saw as takahashisTakahashis
duplicity but apparently not surprised the rest of the journal entry
quoted above indicates elder taylor was used to such treatment
though he deeply regretted it it is also obvious from this incident
why he did not ask for takahashisTakahashis help when translation of the book
of mormon into japanese began in 1904

the missionaries lent and sold morumonkyomorumonkyb as a proselyting
tool and they may have thought it the first book about mormonism
ever published in japanese if so they were mistaken eight months
earlier in january 1902 a writer named uchida yu published a
booklet entitled morumon satshu the mormon sect 12 there is almost
no information available to us about the author but he was probably
a young scholar perhaps christian 13

uchidasUchidas book is brief and to the point but a wealth ofmisinfor-
mation suggests careless scholarship prejudiced sources or both he
never cites a source in contrast to takahashi but occasionally refers
in passing to accounts by joseph smiths enemies and smiths
own history though he continually asserts his objectivity uchida
does express frank distaste for certain aspects of mormonism in some
instances and guarded admiration in others still in spite of its flaws
morumon jatshujah is an adequate introduction to mormonism so long as
the reader does not stop there it is certainly sufficient to arouse
curiosity and raise questions

while we know that takahashi spent many hours with heberheberjheberdJ
grant the extent ofofuchidasuchidasUchidas contact with the mormon missionaries
is not at all clear he never mentions meeting the elders but he does
note the death of president lorenzo snow in october 1901 and it is
possible he learned about it from elder grant on their part the
missionaries experienced a steady stream of callers many of whom

ienlEnentiretirctire account in alma 0 taylor journal C 17 december 20 december 1903
uchidayuUchida yu akira morumon sahishujahi the mormon sect tokyo bunmeidoburuneid5Bunmeido 1902 A translation by

brady of most of the contents is in brady japanese reaction to mormonism chap 6

an uchida akira wrote a book entitledentitledjidaificaijicai no daryodbryodbryokuu efforts of an era inin 1938 1I identify him with
uchida yu because it was and is common for japanese writers to use pseudonyms and scholars prefer
chinese sounding names which are often adapted from their given names the character for Yyu5 is the
same as one of the characters in akira
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seemed to want only to practice their english 14 if uchida were
among these callers he would not have stood out much also his
clumsy renderings of mormon and american names show that he
must not have spoken long with the elders if at all

the matter of terminology shows another great difference be-
tween the scholarship of takahashi and uchida and the extent of con-
tact with the mormon missionaries uchidasUchidas translations of mormon
terms are at great variance with the terms used by the church in
japan today some are from the protestant lexicon and others are
merely translated badly in contrast takahashisTakahashis translations show
that he had discussed the meanings with elder grant before giving
interpretations he seems even to have coined a few new words in
helping the mormonscormons in japan to thus develop a lexicon of their own
he did the church a great service and most of his terms are still in use
by the church today

there are many important similarities and differences between
the two books morumonkyo to morumon kyokyotokybtoto and morumon satishu
but we will here confine ourselves to two major subjects the charac-
ter of joseph smith and the polygamy question they show more
clearly than any others the differences between takahashisTakahashis point of
view and uchidasUchidas

in uchidasUchidas opinion polygamy and joseph smiths character
cannot be considered separately his book begins with a denunci-
ation of polygamy and he plainly saw joseph smith as an undis-
ciplinedcip lined irresponsible charlatan and country boor whose natural
abilities were obscured by a taste for adultery of polygamy he says

if a man hears the word mormonism he immediately associates it
with polygamy however at present due to legal prohibitions
against polygamy in the united states where mormonism arose and
also because of society s condemnation of polygamy as an immoral prac-
tice the mormon church abolished the doctrine sanctioning polygamy
ten years ago nevertheless while appearing outwardly to conform we
see that the mormonscormons are in fact continuing to adhere to this evil
practice

polygamy is a barbaric custom even so strange religious
customs still exist in uncultured lands but mormonism has ap-
peared in an enlightened society in america

since the american government abolished polygamy the mormonscormons
have ceased to preach it publicly as a doctrine still even now it is prac-
ticed privately of course the mormon scriptures prohibit it too but
it originated when smith received a so called revelation about it on
july 12 1843 in nauvoo smith from the first had had affections for
many women besides his legal wife emma but when that fact began to

nichols history of the japan mission p 17
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be openly and loudly criticized in public smith said he had received a
revelation stating that polygamy was a divine mystery approved by god
and he ignored the rage of his wife and the reviling of society but it
was not until 1852 that polygamy was announced publicly

within the sect there are those who oppose polygamy and have
formed a new monogamous faction within mormonism

there is no other single reason for the mormonscormonsMormons having been
ostracized 15

such an attitude may seem hypocritical to those familiar with the
ancient practice of concubinage in japan but uchida is speaking
for those japanese who had accepted traditional christian morality
as their standard almost since the opening of their country the
japanese had felt that a certain amount of westernization often con-
fused with civilization was necessary in order to gain acceptance
among the industrialized western nations internal and external
pressures had forced a number of political and social reforms and
forward thinkingjapanesethinking japanese many of whom were greatly influenced
by christianity were ready to repudiate anything looked at with dis-
approval by the christian nations this is the view finally taken
by the jiji chimposhimpo and the niroku shinpo articles concerning
polygamy and mormonism though these newspapers had at first
treated heberjheberd grant with great kindness 16

uchida took an antagonistic view of most ofofjosephjoseph smiths deeds
and was as ready as anyone to believe and pass on various rumors and
exaggerations

his parents were so poor that they were subjected to suspicions of
being stupid lawless and given to thieving of course one need not
hesitate to state that smiths lack of proper education was due to his
disadvantaged childhood according to accounts by his enemies he was
given by nature to idle fancies and was though deluded a good person
and when we refer to smiths own history of his life we find that this is

true
smith was from among the illiterate masses and was not a polished

speaker whenever he was cornered during a discussion it was his
custom to assume a dignified attitude open his mouth in the manner of
a holy prophet of god and expound a didactic conclusion convincing to
the simplemindedsimple minded he also managed all of the churchschurche internal and
external affairs suppressing any internal discord through the use of
these revelations

1515uchidauchida morumon shshu ppap 1 3 68 69 91 92 see brady japanese reaction to mormonism
ppap 140 4141158158 5916159 161igiigl for translations

16bradyBrady16 japanese reaction to mormonism ppap vii 126 28
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because smith was an uneducated prophet with no self control nor
morals because these flaws became known to some people and because
among the saints some influential members were loudly criticizing him
some gradually began to forsake him and even his inner circle of asso-
ciates started to show evidence of a coming rift at the same time the
brethren of the churchschurche rank and file were being persecuted by the
gentiles and there was a movement in missouri to throw the saints out
of the state being anxious about the sects prospects during this
time smiths faction set up a secret clique called the danitescanites in
october 1838 their sworn purpose was to protect smith and his doc-
trine from enemies and to make him governor of the state then presi-
dent of the united states and finally ruler of all the world

in this way smith was using his sect at nauvoo as the gateway to
power and thus the seeds of his evil and immoral actions began to
blossom and bear fruit 17

takahashi did not believe joseph smith was a prophet either
but he did believe in his sincerity he also did not hold the view that
polygamy was a relic of barbarism and he took the mormonscormons at their
word when they said they would not preach it in japan

polygamy is the characteristic by which mormonism is known
throughout the world but mormonism is not alone in the practice in
buddhism too polygamy or rather concubinage is allowed under
some circumstances and india is a polygamous country tibet is a
polygamous country concubinage is practiced in china Is not con-
cubinagecubinage practiced in japan

over ten years ago president wilford woodruff in accor-
dance with federal law abolished plural marriage are the mormonscormons
going to preach it in japan though suffering cowardly slander they
have determined not to preach it in keeping with smiths spirit of sub-
mitting to governmental authority some continue to loudly attack the
mormonscormons concerning this matter of polygamy but they are wasting
their arrows without a target 18

because of polygamy s long history and considerable prevalence
throughout the world includingjapanincluding japan takahashi saw no reason why
the mormonscormons should not be allowed to practice it but here he is side-
stepping an issue does popularity alone make concubinage or polyg-
amy right and the adversaries of mormonism might have replied
that elder grant was indeed preaching polygamy in japan for that
was how they saw his futile attempts to explain the practice when it
was attacked in the newspapers 19

17 uchida morumon salishushifsail ppap 9 10 21 22 26 28 see brady japanese reaction to mormonism
ppap 142 145 147 48

takahashi morumonky5morumonkyb to morumon kyoto ppap 221 233 34 see brady japanese reaction to
mormonism ppap 178 79

19 brady japanese reaction to mormonism ppap 109 10
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title page of takahashi s morumonky5morumonkyo to morumon sputokyotospoto
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takahashi included in his book a brief summary of the doctrine
of plural marriage as it appears in the doctrine and covenants sec-
tion 132 but this summary does not do the subject justice when
one considers his excellent translations in full of the articles of faith
and the first vision account his treatment of the plural marriage
revelation is a keen disappointment

takahashi makes fewer judgmentaljudgmental comments aboutjosephaboutjoseph smith
and his character than uchida does he was frankly admiring and ob-
viously considered joseph smith a great man he continually gives
joseph the benefit of the doubt in his introduction to his translation
of the first vision he reminds the reader that joseph smith was

only44only an artless youth asks how such a one could sinisterly
aspire to take advantage of the confusion of society and deceive the
whole world and then says with emphasis however much we
want to call smith an impostor and a deceiver it is yet too early to
make such a statement 20 he is neither for nor against josephs
claims to prophethood

it is claimed that peter james and john appeared to smith and
cowdery injuneinjurein june of 1829 and ordained them to the priesthood of
melchizedek earlier john the baptist had ordained them to the
priesthood of aaron though smith did not belong to any church
it is claimed that like saint paul of old who received the apostolic
witness directly from christ smith was given the power of the highest
priesthood directly from this ancient group of course this is hard for
an outsider to accept but if it is true that christ appeared to paul is it
unreasonable for peter john and others to have appeared to smith21Smith 21

though heberheberjheberdJ grant had reported happily on the upcoming
publication of takahashisTakahashis book at the april conference in 1902 t

morumonky5morumonkyo was not able to do as much good as had been hoped
uchida s book probably did not do much harm either japan was a
hard mission for all christian missionaries during that period 22

polygamy continued to be or to be used as the major reason for
japans cold reception of mormonism and the missionaries contin-
ued to protest the accusation that they were preaching polygamy

we here forcefully reaffirm that no missionary officer or member of the
church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints in injapanjapaninjaian is permitted to prac-
tice polygamy nor is authority given to preach this doctrine to the in-
habitants of any part of the empire enemies of our religion who claim

takahashi morumonkybmorumonvoto to mormmonmorumon ky-otosioto p 33 see brady japanese reaction to mormonism
p 168

takahashi morumonkyjmorumonkyo to morumon kyotokybtokfotokioto ppap 172 73 see brady japanese reaction to mor-
monism p 172

22 22grantgrant address 4 april 1902 conference reports 1901 1904 see also nichols history of thejapanthe japan
mission p 64
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in writing or speech that the mormon church is anywhere in the world
preaching urging or allowing its members to practice plural marriage
are guilty of falsehood 23

the mormon eldersciderseiders eventually learned japanese well enough to
begin producing their own literature the history noted previously
translated by john W stoker was a significant early effort which
owes much to takahashisTakahashis morumonkyomorumonkyz5 to Afomorumonaforumonrumon kyoto at pres-
ent the translation department of the church is vigorously working
to produce japanese translations of church literature native
japanese mormon literature is at this point nonexistent but the time
is fast approaching when mormonscormons in japan will not have to rely on
others to produce books about the church and the gospel of christ
for themselves and their neighbors

almialmaaimi 0 taylor the mormon church and polygamy appendix to john W stoker trans matsukitsumatsufitsuafatsufitsu
seito iesulesuleruieru keriKirikewi15isutokirisutosurosuto khuaikybkaikjuai ryakushiryakushi A brief history of the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints by
edward H anderson tokyo japan LDS mission 1907 ppap 24 25 see brady japanese reaction to
mormonism p 116
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stranger

when the stranger came asked
for bread I1 said welcome told
the women bring linen meat fresh
melons the finest dates figs torn
from the valley floor I1 knew
the tales the widows son the old
man who touched her cruse of oil

but the stranger ate in silence
more wine I1 called the pantry
maid the best we always save
for last my guest pushed his plate
away tugged at his tie slipped back
into shoes beneath his chair stood
up to leave dont go I1 touched
his sleeve held tight stay the night
desert sands blow cold pack hard
as stone he wrestled free I1 reached
out again wait you forgot my name
he turned face to face his eyes
flames my thigh burned hollow
too late alone I1 listened to the wind

donnell hunter

donnell hunter is on the faculty of the english department ricks college redburgrexburgRex burg idaho
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making the porch

it started in a dream of woods
sequoia douglas fir and cedar
the giants in this western earth
blending down the coastal range

I1 lay on moss in redwood valleys
looked up through tiered branches at worlds
of birds insects three hundred feet
touched long grained shingles whole and scented
though cloven and stacked for eighty years
and up the hills were darker fir
with limbs like ladders crowding up
until I1 could glimpse the silent sea
the same cold current from oregon
where indians carved sixty foot canoes
massive lintelslinkelslintels forests of totems
from the bouyantboulantbouyant spirited cedar logs

I1 chose the wood in the dreams retreat
white close fibered fir for strength
in the supporting beams and joistsfoists
and for delight the redwood heart
soft buried for its centuries
inside the living tree the grain
true in sixteen foot lengths and graced
with patina for deck and rails
and for variety above
on the balcony seen from below
As well the knotted cedar planks
whose grain bleeds rich brown in the rain
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my daughter helped clumsy but calm
and careful as the structure grew
and rhythms grew upon our minds
evenings lengthening into june
the ritual of measure mark and cut
driving each nail with four slow strokes
we planned and changed and found our way
fitting the dream to what was there
supports bolted to brick spanned out
to posts for rails and steps one joist
on the stump between two trunks of a tall
three pronged juniper wed saved
the sap of juniper and fir
meldedmeldee on the stump welding house
to tree we molded the decking free
only an inch for the trunks to sway

the whine of power jarred against
the rhythms so I1 sawed by hand
and even speaking slowed until
we moved on silence in the dusk
increasingly obsessed with fit
spacing adjusting lengths of scrap
spare cedar from another job
so that it seemed mere time would hold
and let us make the pieces blend
with only sawdust left to feed
the earth and us to lie on wood
and make a dream again of dreams

eugene england

eugene england is an associate professor of english at brigham young university
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desert woman

everlasting sand drifts
against the thick canvas
of my fathers tent
I1 drop my burden to the dunes
and rest A staid maiden

adorned with veils
and baubles my youth is tolled
by the passing bells of goat herds
shall I1 have no sons
relish no daughters

remnant of a wicked generation
I1 am wounded in spirit untried
in those desolate cities I1 would have been
A prize sturdy stalwart
enduring valleys and sandstormssandstorms

I1 wait for a warriors venison breath
to fall hot upon me
his voice whispering sariah sariah
As the arrows in his quiver
catch my thick black braids

helen walker jones

helen walkerjoncswalker jones is a poet residing in salt lake city utah she is the sister ofjimofrimofjim walker whose poems
appear on pages 196 97
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changing patterns
of mormon financial administration
traveling bishops regional bishops

and bishops agents 1851 88

D gene pace

INTROintroductionDUMON

in the twentieth century the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints relies heavily on two kinds of bishops presiding and
ward to help manage its temporal affairs in the nineteenth cen-
tury traveling and regional bishops also played an important role in
financial administration these other bishops assumed a promi-
nent place in the economic structure of the church between 1818515 1 and
1888

the church administration in the nineteenth century needed to
supervise the tithing on income and increase as well as other religious
donations of the membership the common practice of donating in
kind such as pigs eggs or butter rather than in cash compounded
the difficulty of the task since such tithing not only had to be ac-
counted for but also fed or kept from spoiling the presiding
bishopric relied on a storehouse system and on traveling and regional
bishops to assist them in caring for these resources 1

As the chief administrator of voluntary donations presiding
bishop edward hunter used traveling agents from 1851 to 1888 in

D gene pace is a phd candidate at ohio state university the author expresses appreciation to D michael
quinn for assistance in the formulation and completion of the MA thesis upon which this article is based
and to keith W perkins for his helpful suggestions concerning both substantive and stylistic matters in the
thesis

the mormonscormons often called such a tithing house the bishops storehouse since those holding the
ecclesiastical office of bishop generally supervised the storehouse on the local regional and central levels in
the mormon tithing house A frontier business institution business history review 28 march 1954

24 2255 leonard arrington describes the network of bishops storehouses functioning under the direction of a
bishop or presiding elder at the local level a stake president or a regional presiding bishop at the regional
level and the presiding bishop of the church at the central general tithing office in salt lake city
arringtonsArringtons designation of the three levels of tithing administration serves as a good general guideline for
looking at financial administration on the mormon frontier

for an expanded treatment of the major topics of the present article see D gene pace the
LDSIDSins presiding bishopric 1851 1888 an administrative study MA thesis brigham young university
1978
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administering the temporal affairs of the church these agents in-
cluded traveling bishops and regional presiding bishops between
1851 and 1877 and bishops agents from 1877 to 1888

TRAVELING BISHOPS 1851 77

at the fall 1851 LDSIDS general conferencejohnconference john banks alfredalftedaifred cordon
and nathaniel felt were approved and ordained as assistant presiding
traveling bishops they were sustained at each subsequent general
conference until october 1853 in the april 1852 general conference
five additional men were selected as assistant presiding traveling
bishops seth taft david pettigrew abraham hoagland david
fullmer and daniel spencer how long the eight men served as
traveling bishops remains unknown except for seth taft who was
formally released at the 1858 general conference 2

the duties of the assistant presiding traveling bishops were an ex-
tension of the temporal duties assigned to the presiding bishopric
the traveling bishops were to settle accounts periodically with the
various bishops and then report to the presiding bishop they were
to see that the local bishops were faithful in gathering and forwarding
tithing to the general tithing office they also taught the local
bishops acceptable tithing methods how to keep accurate records
and how to fill out the required reports also as implied by their
title the traveling bishops traveled 3 nathaniel H felt for instance
visited practically every utah settlement in fulfilling his duties 4

A milton musser probably the presiding bishopricsbishoprickBishoprics most influential
traveling agent or traveling bishop 5 wrote in 1868 since I1 com-
menced traveling I1 have seen to the tithing business and all of its

journal history 6 october 1851 6 april 1852 p 1 7 april 1852 p 1 7 october 1852 p 1 7 april
1853 p 1 11 april 1852 and deseret weekly news 15 october 1853 seth tafts release date was taken
from william G hartley edward hunter as presiding bishop task paper joseph fielding smith in-
stitutestatutestitute for church history brigham young university A list of traveling bishops who served in nineteenth
century utah is provided on page 193 at the end of this article

journal3journal history 22 september 1818515 1 p 6
candrew4andrew jenson latter day saint biographical encyclopedia salt lake city andrew jenson history

co 1901 36 reprint ed salt lake city western epics 1971 2382
documentation showing A milton hussersmussersMussers official title was traveling agent for the general tithing

office is found in his letter of appointment brigham young to A milton musser 14 november 1860
brigham young to bishop hunter his counsellorscounsellors and the bishops throughout the territory 13 november
1860 and brigham youngs officejournaloffice journal 1858 63 14 november 1860 all in the brigham young papers
library archives historical department of the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city
utah hereafter cited as church archives the interchangeability of the terms traveling bishop and traveling
agent is also suggested in a description of elijah F sheets found in his obituary he was also for many years
one of the traveling bishops or agents of the presiding bishop journal history 4 july 1904 primary
evidence that A milton musser was a traveling bishop is found in the george barber journal joel E ricks
collection church archives typescript march 1863 28 june 1863 and robert glass cleland andjuanitaand juanita
brooks eds A mormon chronicle the diaries ofjohnofjoanjohnjqhn D lee 1848 1876 san marino calif huntington
library 1955 2135 210 george barber and john D lee refer to A milton musser as a bishop which
seems to imply traveling bishop since A milton musser is not known to have been a ward bishop for
secondary evidence that he was a traveling bishop see orson F whitney history of utah salt lake city
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ramifications some years ive visited all the larger settlements twice
& many of them oftener 6

bishop musser was a traveling bishop from 1860 to 1876 As early
as 1861 he set out to establish a uniform simple method of book-
keeping among the bishops by 1868 he was satisfied that he had suc-
ceeded early in 1869 he mailed to president brigham young a
detailed report of twenty settlements that he had evaluated in terms
of the number of families the poor day schools sabbath schools
sheep cooperative stores gristmillsgristmills sawmills carding machines
machine shops and relief societies 7 this account was only part of
an even larger report which he later mailed to president young in
1875 bishop musser sent a letter to the first presidency reflecting his
eye for detail and also his desire to improve local resource manage-
ment reporting on what he considered to be gross neglect by a
certain local bishop A milton musser provided a summation of the
bishops negligence figured down to the last penny the aggregate
losses of tithing produce during the decade in which that man had
been bishop he complained totalledtalledto 1280491128049112804.91 8

in 1871 the first presidency called mussershussersMussers brother in law
elijah F sheets as a traveling bishop in their letter of appointment
to brother sheets brigham young and his counselors assigned him to
assume general supervision of tithing donations in utah juab
sanpeteSanpete and millard counties as well as in other areas which might
be assigned to him later the first presidency instructed bishop
sheets to see that the tithing was forwarded to the general store-
house at salt lake city and authorized him to counsel and advise
local members on temporal matters in his brief autobiography

george Q cannon and sons co 1892 1904 42754 275jenson275 jenson LDS biographical encyclopedia 1 382 and
deseret evening news 25 september 1909 p 5 orson F whitney and andrewjen5onandrew jenson givegive mussershussersMussers tenure
as 1858 76 A milton musser apparently prepared a manuscript inin which he classified himself as a traveling
bishop see the biographical sketch based on that manuscript inin amos milton musser family collection
church archives box 1 folder 13 A milton musser was personally acquainted with both orson F whitney
and andrew jenson and certainly must have been aware of their published statements that he was a traveling
bishop orson F whitney signed an 8 february 1877 letter to A milton musser your affectionate bro inin
the gospel and sinceresincere friend amos milton musser family collection box 1 folder 6 on 6 april 1902
bishop musser was sustained as an assistantassistant church historian with orson F whitney andrew jenson and
brigham H roberts andrewjensonandrew jenson autobiography ofofandrewjensonandrew jenson assistant historian odtheof the church
ofjesusofjesus christ oflatterof latter day saints salt lake city deseret news press 1938 ppap 405 6 finally a copy of
volume one ofjensons LDSIDS biographical encyclopedia which containscontains the biographical sketch mentioned
previpreviouslyuslyasly bore the stamp on one of itsits early pages A MILTON MUSSER SALT LAKE CITY no correctionscorrections
were penciled inin located on reference shelves special collections room harold B lee library brigham
young university for information concerning hussersmussersMussers activitiesactivities as traveling bishop or agent secseesce dale
beecherBcecher the office of bishop its development through history task paper historical department of
the church church archives p 31 A miltonmllton musser to brigham young 17 december 1868 1 february
1869 and A milton musser to brigham young george A smith and daniel HR wells 21 april 1875
brigham young papers

aa6aA milton musser to brigham young 17 december 1868

ia milton musser to brigham young 1 february 1869
A milton musser to brigham young george A smith and daniel H wells 21 april 1875
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elijah sheets did not specify clearly if or when he was ever formally
released as a traveling bishop but his tenure must have ended by the
10 october 1880 conference when orson pratt remarked that the
church at that time had no traveling bishops 9

REGIONAL PRESIDING BISHOPS 1851 77

during the brigham young administration a number of pre-
siding bishops helped direct the temporal interests of the church 10

unlike presiding bishop hunter whose jurisdiction encompassed the
entire church these presiding bishops possessed only regional
authority to distinguish them from the presiding bishop the terms
regional presiding bishop or regional bishop will be used

at an 1852 bishops meeting held in salt lake city the
bishop of american fork leonard E harrington suggested the need
for a regional bishop in his area when after asking about storehouses
and the disposition of tithing produce he wanted to know if a sec-
tional organization could not be entered into where a number of the
neighboring bishops could assemble and make reports to an in-
dividual that might be appointed to preside I111I1 in an 18618655 letter to
brigham young traveling bishop musser suggested stepping up the
use of regional presiding bishops

it has seemed to me that the interests of the tithing office and the
people would be promoted by making the following blendings and
appointing presiding bishops over them it would certainly lessen the
labor of the geni tithing office & by having central places of deposit
for tithing produce instead of so many small ones the losses also would
I1 think be materially abridged

bishop musser then detailed the blendings he had in mind and
recommended seven men for brigham young to consider as regional
bishops 12

in his letter appointing samuel F atwood as a regional bishop in
summit county brigham young instructed him to oversee tithing
collection care for public property counsel with the local bishops

and generally to attend to and transact business pertaining to the

brigham young george A smith and daniel H wells to elijah F sheets 28 april 1871 brigham
young papers elijah F sheets journal elijah F sheets collection church archives orson pratt in injournaljournal
ofdircoursesof discourses london latter day saints book depot 1854 86 reprint salt lake city 1966 2234 35

sceloseesee list of regional presiding bishops on page 194 the listest was compiled from various sources en-
countered during research see also bibliography in pace IDS presiding bishopric ppap 173 79 the
names of the final regional presiding bishops appeared in deseret evening news 3 july 1877 p 4

bishops meetings with presiding bishopric 1851 84 church archives 25 february 1852 these
meetings generally were held every two weeks from 1851 to 1884

hussersmussersMussers recommendations are found in A milton musser to brigham young 2 october 1865
brigham young papers
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temporal interests of the church in the settlements under his
charge 13

use of regional bishops became widespread but not universal in
the mormon west by july 1877 about three of every five mormon
settlements or wards came under supervision of a regional bishop
this does not include salt lake county wards twelve percent of the
total which apparently required no regional bishop because of prox-
imity to the presiding bishopric and the general tithing office 14

the era of the regional presiding bishops closed with an official
pronouncement by the first presidency in an 11 july 18187777 circular

in consequence of it having been thought more convenient in some of
the stakes for the tithing to be concentrated in one place and for one
bishop to receive reports from others and keep charge of the tithing
&cac the idea has grown up that such a bishop is a presiding bishop and
in many places he has been so regarded this idea is an incorrect one
brother edward hunter is the only one who acts as presiding bishop in
the church 15

certainly members of the first presidency were aware that the
regional presiding bishops had not simply evolved independently in
their areas in response to a desire for more efficient tithing admini-
stration brigham young himself had promoted the idea by calling
men to serve as regional bishops the first presidencysPresidencys later rejection
of the idea of regional presiding bishops seems to have been a reac-
tion to the exaggerated importance some mormonscormons had ascribed to
their regional leaders the 1877 circular part of a general priesthood
reorganization 16 limited the power of the regional bishops while
clarifying and enhancing the authority of the presiding bishopric

BISHOPS AGENTS 1877 88

in abolishing the regional presiding bishops brigham young
did not create an administrative void although he rescinded the
idea of regional presiding bishops he perpetuated the use ofofregionalregional
bishops only four days after the 11 july 1877 circular george W
bean was selected as a regional bishop of sevier stake beans journal
account of his call seems to link the emergence of the bishop s agent

brigham young to samuel F atwood cited in beecher the office of bishop ppap 29 30
the percentage of settlements under the direction of regional bishops was derived from the list of settle-

ments headed by a local bishop or presiding elder deseret evening news 3 july 1877 p 4
A copy of the entire I111I1 july 1877 circular of the first presidency can be found in injatesjamesinjames ratcliffe clarkdarkoark

ed messages of the aestfirstrett presidency of the church ofjesusof lesusjesuslefus christ of latter day saints salt lleelakelike city
bookcraft 1965 2287

for a thorough account of the 1877 reorganization effort see william G hartley the priesthood
reorganization of 1877 brigham youngs last achievement brigham young university studies 20 fall
197931979 3 36
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system to brigham youngs 1877 reorganization movement beans
description also demonstrates some confusion over terminology

in july president young and counselors directed the more perfect
organization of sevier stake and many changes and additions were
made in the governing priesthood apostles orson hyde and erastus
snow came and set everything in working order I1 was ordained
and appointed bishop edward hunters financial agent for this stake
with instructions to see that all tithing matters such as grain hay and
all kinds of produce shall be more properly cared for I1 was set apart by
apostle orson hyde as a stake presiding bishop in this special
calling 17

the imprecise use of titles also occurred in beaver stake where
william fotheringham was sustained at various conferences as

traveling bishop and general church agent for bishop hunter
traveling bishop and travellingTravelling bishop of beaver stake 18

in january 1878 the deseret evening news published the
minutes of a bishops meeting at which john taylor explained a
new system of bishops agents in a manner recalling brigham
youngs objection to the misuse of the term presiding bishop
president taylor stated that the bishops agents were not to pre-
side over the other bishops in their stakes but were as their title
implied agents of the presiding bishop or presiding bishops
agents 19

the bishops agent system provided the most extensive and
uniform overseeing of regional tithing matters that the church had
ever enjoyed between 1877 and 1888 the presiding bishop de-
pended on his agents to solve problems on a decentralized level com-
municatemunicate necessary information provide accurate financial reports
care for tithing resources and even act as loan officers and sales
representatives 20 for example in sevier county a problem arose
which involved the financial interests of the church as well as those of
a man who had complained in a letter to the presiding bishopric
in response to this complaint john R winder of the presiding

flora diana bean homehorne comp autobiography ofofgeorgegeorge washington bean a utah pioneer ofof18471847
andhisanahisand his family records salt lake city utah printing co 1945

examples of the varying titles given william fotheringham appear in beaver stake historical record
book B 1877 95 3 march 1878 3 june 1878 and 30 december 1882

19johnjohn taylors remarks were published in deseret evening news 28 january 1878 p 3 the original
minutes are found in bishops meetings with presiding bishopric 24 january 1878

20aA comparison of the 3 july 1877 list of regional bishops with the 17 may 1884 list of bishops agents
demonstrates the superior geographical coverage provided by the latter see deseret evening news 3 july
1877 p 4 and 17 may 1884 p 4 the list of bishop s agents appearing on p 195 at the end of this article
like the list of regional presiding bishops came from a number of sources for more detailed information
regarding sources consulted see the bibliography in pace LDSIDS presiding bishopric ppap 173 79
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bishopric wrote bishops agent george W bean asking him to find
a solution to the problem and another letter to the man involved
notifying him that the whole matter had been placed in the hands of
agent bean 21 in 1884 bishops leonard W hardy and robert T
burton of the presiding bishopric asked bishops agent george
osmond of bear lake stake to help a new family of german im-
migrants with food and shelter when the family arrived in paris
idaho 22

the presiding bishopric looked to the bishops agents to help
provide the effective communication needed to direct the churchschurche
temporal affairs frequently the presiding bishopric sought informa-
tion regarding the tithing resources available in various regions

how many car loads of well assorted potatoes do you think you will
have in your stake was typical of the nature of the presiding
bishopricsbishoprickBishoprics questions to their agents 23

the bishops agents were also a central part of the presiding
bishopric s efforts to maintain accurate financial records these
agents imparted instructions to local bishops relative to tithing mat-
ters and bookkeeping the bishops agents settled accounts with the
ward bishops a duty made more difficult by in kind donations
and at times by the local bishops inadequate record keeping and
tithing management practices the agents were also responsible to
keep abreast of stake tithing matters and to report periodically to the
presiding bishopric but by 1882 many agents neither received nor
disbursed tithing 24

regional tithing administration led the bishops agents into
other related areas of work the presiding bishopric seemed espe-
cially willing to allow loans to the worthy poor consequently in
some cases the bishops agents assumed the roles of loan officers
or sales agents for the presiding bishopric for example in 1884
bishops hardy and burton of the presiding bishbishopric25Bishopricopric2525 instructed
morgan stakes agent charles turner to loan a man ten tons of

21forfor the presiding bishopric correspondence with their agents see john R winder to geo W bean
esq 9 june 1888 presiding bishopric letterbooksLetterbooks church archives

21conardleonard W hardy and robert T burton to george osmond 21 march 1884 presiding bishopric
letterbooksLetterbooks

2edwardedwardbedward hunter to william paxman 17 march 1882 presiding bishopric letterbooksLetter books underscoringunder scoring in
original

24joseph24joseph fish journals 15 december 1882 church archives typescript edward hunter to williamwimmiam H
dame 15 march 1882 presiding bishopric letterbooksLetterbooks

25lconardleonard W hardy and robert T burton to charles turner 9 february 1884 presiding bishopric
letterbooksLetterbooks william B preston per leonard W hardy to charles turner 15 april 1884 leonardjleonardJ arrington
great basin kingdom an economic history of the latter day saints 1830 1900 cambridge harvard
university press 1958 p 139
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tithing hay take the mans obligation for the amount alloted and
then expect repayment the ensuing fall

in territorial utah most church members paid their tithing in
kind and what cash they did donate was so badly needed to pay for
consumer goods immigrant transportation fares and farm supplies
that most monetary donations quickly left the territory the chal-
lenge of converting in kind items to cash became a major concern
in 1884 presiding bishop william B preston asked bishopsagentbishops agent
francis gunnell to forward to him samples of wheat from three dif-
ferent settlements so that the central office could present them to a
prospective buyer 26 A letter from the presiding bishop to agent
george osmond demonstrates the advantages of a centrally co-
ordinated sales network you had better sell the wool at home if
possible the highest price here is 15c15 if you can get 14c1 or near
that in cash you had better sell if not send it to this office 27

between 1887 and 1889 stake tithing clerks replaced bishops
agents this change was to prevent stake presidents from acting in a
dual role as president and agent as well as to allow the presiding
bishopric to interact with bishops and stake clerks directly capacity
to do this had increased with railroad development bishops agents
were discontinued first in regions located sufficiently near railroad
lines to allow the presiding bishopric to attend to stake business per-
sonallysonally on 24 december 1887 the bishops agents in cache box
elder weber morgan summit wasatch davis tooelethoele utah san
juan and salt lake stakes were discontinued on 1 march 1888 the
council of the twelve chose to discontinue all bishops agents 28

DEFINING priesthood administrative jurisdictions

the discontinuation of the bishops agents spelled the end to an
era in which centrally appointed bishops served as regional adminis-
trators for the presiding bishopric by abolishing their regional
agents and assuming more direct responsibility for ward and stake
tithing matters the presiding bishopric increased centralization
yet simultaneously they promoted the decentralization of tithing

26wm B preston to francis gunnell 20 june 1884 presiding bishopric detterLetterietterletterbookslctterbooksbooks
27wmwm B preston to george osmond 15 july 1884 presiding bishopric letterbooksLetterbooks

2 wm B preston R T burtonbunonburronaunon and john D winder to george C parkinson 14 july 1888
W B preston andjohnandyjohnand john R winder to tojamesjames H martineau 24 december 1887 W B preston R T burtonbuttonbunton
and john R winder to R J taylor 24 december 1887 all0kilkii in the presiding bishopric letterbooksLetterbooks other
letters of the same date to bishops agents are conveniently grouped together in the presiding bishopric
letterbooksittterbooksLetter books the agents in salt lake and davis stakes were not actually discontinued at this time salt lake
never had an agent and the davis agent had been discontinued earlier because of nearness to salt lake city
john taylor tojohncojohntojohn Q cannon 12 february 1886 john taylor letterbooksittterbooksLetter books church archives W B preston

and john R winder to george farnsworth 2 october 1888 presiding bishopric letterbooksLetterbooks
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administration by allowing regional church leaders to select their own
stake tithing clerks to replace the centrally appointed agents 29

the decision to abolish the bishops agents may have been
part of an ongoing redefinition of the relationship between the
melchizedek and aaronic priesthoodspriesthoods within the church the
administrative systems used by church leaders between 1851 and
1888 were part of a larger administrative framework consisting of the
all encompassing melchizedek priesthood joseph smiths state-
ment that this priesthood was subdivided into two branches the
melchizedek over the spiritual and the aaronic over the temporal
influenced the nature of church government in the mormon west
during the presidency of brigham young a division of priesthood
duties occurred on the general regional and local levels on the
general level the president of the church presided over the mel-
chizedekchizedek priesthood the presiding bishop over the aaronic on the
regional level an apostle or stake president served at times as the mel-
chizedekchizedek leader while a regional presiding bishop headed the aaronic
priesthood even on the local level a president and bishop sometimes
functioned side by side as melchizedek and aaronic leaders 30

whenjohnwhenWhe njohnjohn taylor became president of the church melchizedek
and aaronic priesthood leaders functioned jointly at only the general
and regional levels the use of local presidents and bishops had been
discontinued during the wilford woodruff administration the of-
fice of bishop s agent was abolished its replacement the stake
tithing clerk was basically an agent of the stake president not of the
presiding bishop the only melchizedek aaronic relationship to sur-
vive the 1851 88 period was that of the president of the church and
the presiding bishop an administrative balance had been achieved
by 1889 the president and the presiding bishop balanced each other
at the general level while the stake presidents and ward bishops
balanced each other in the various regions the stake melchizedek
priesthood leaders the stake presidents emerged as the spiri-
tual and temporal heads of their regions while the local aaronic
priesthood leaders the bishops exercised both spiritual and
temporal leadership in their wards 31

29wW B preston R T burtonbuttonbunton andjohnandyjohnand john R winder to bishops of the several wards in the utah stakes of
zion 6 january 1888 presiding bishopric lettcrbooksletterbooksietterLetterbooks

30joseph smith jr history odtheoftheof the church ofjesu4ofjesus christ oflatterof latterlarter day saints cded B H roberts 2dad ed
rev salt lake city deseret book co 1964 4207 doctrine and covenants 1071 8 9 13 15 65 for a
discussion of bishops and presidents serving simultaneously see beecherBeechcr the office of bishop
ppap 32 34

athe3thethe time period in which bishops and presidents functioned simultaneously needs further documenta-
tion by the time of brigham youngs 1877 reorganization movement wards were being established con-
sistently with bishops as the sole ward leader
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conclusion

between 1851 and 1888 the presiding bishopric relied on travel-
ing bishops regional presiding bishops and bishops agents to help
kekeepp the storehouse system running smoothly to assist ward bishops
with financial matters and in general toassistcoassistto assist the presiding bishopric
in directing the temporal affairs of the church the various agents of
the presiding bishopric were ordained bishops because of their deal-
ings inin temporal matters but unlike ward bishops their jurisdiction
extended beyond a single ward traveling bishops served during the
1850s 1860s and 1870s regional presiding bishops functioned dur-
ing those same decades and were replaced beginning in 1877 by
bishops agents the traveling bishops regional presiding bishops
and bishops agents played leading roles in church financial ad-
ministration and an awareness of their existence and functions aallows
us to better understand how the presiding bishopric managed the
temporal affairs of the church during its first four decades in the
west
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TRAVELING BISHOPS

banks john
cordon alfred
felt nathaniel H
fullmer david
hoagland abraham
musser A milton
pettigrew david
sheets elijah F
spencer daniel
taft seth
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REGIONAL PRESIDING BISHOPS

name county stake

atwood samuel F summit
bigler jacob juab
budge william bearlakebearlikebear lake
callister thomas millard
cluff william W morgan summit wasatch
dame william H iron
daniels daniel oneida
evans david utah
farr lorin weber
gardner robert washington
grovergroverjoeljoeljoei juab
harrington leonard E utah
hatch abram wasatch
herrick lesterj weber
mcarthur daniel D washington
maughan peter cache
miller william utah
murdockmurdockjohnrjohnJohnR R beaver
nichols alvin T box elder
peterson charles S morgan
preston william B cache
rowberryjohnRowberry John tooelethoele
smith willard G morgan
smoot abraham 0 utah
tanner josephjosephsS utah
west chauncey W weber
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BISHOPS AGENTS

name stake

arthur ChristophechristopherjchristophersrJ parowancarowan
bailey langleyalangleyLangieyaleyAicyaA juab
bean george W sevier
bleak james G st george
budge william bear lake
cluff william W summit
crosbyjessecrosby jesse wjrWajr jr panguitch
dame william H parowancarowan
farnworth george sanpete
foreman william wasatch
fotheringham william beaver
gowans hugh S tooelethoele
gunnell francis cache
hammond F A sanjuansan juan
hendricks william D oneida
hunter edward jr tooelethoele
john david utah
johnson william djrajr chihuahua mexico
jones thomasthomasjJ parowancarowan
kimball abraham A millard
larsen christian G emery
lyman plattedplattepiatteD sansanjuanjuan
martineau james H st joseph
martineau lyman R cache
nichols alvin box elder
nuttall Lljohnajohnjohn kanabcanab
osmond george bear lake
parkerparkerwymandwyman D morgan
paxman william juab
paxman william utah
preston william B cache
pugmire jonathan bear lake
ricks thomas Eejrjr bannock
smith almaalmalaimaL summit
smith jcssejessejessenN eastern arizona
smith jessenjesse N snowflake
smith silas sanford san luis
snow frank R st george
stayner arthur davis
stewart D M weber
taylor richardrichardjJ weber
teasdale george juab
turner charles morgan
udall david K st johns
woolley edwin Ddjrajr jr kanabcanab
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fathers garden

daisies loop eloquently across the path
to your secret place
your hideaway

this tiny eden bursts with blossoms
pledge of peach plum and pear
swarm of strawberry and cherry
spraying down walls like cameron falls
cascades of grapevine tangle

yet in a dark corner
jagged thorns of blackberry
sinister silver of a wasp nest
and the squalid smell of compost

twisting back apricot branches
you snip off snails with your ringersfingers
to crush them with the roundingfounding heel
of a cracked black shoe

humming your fingers through deep rich dirt
you dream new wonders
impressionist sculptor of sun and seed
life giver

jim walker

jim walker is chairman of the communications and language arts division at brigham young university
hawaii campus he is the brother of helen walker jones whose poem appears on page 182
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rocky mountain runoff

between pudding gray and barnyard brown
the water rolls smooth through evening
cool from its mountain source
life force to the desert prairies

breezing from the rockies
the summer winds stream
barley tufts aandnd heading wheat into
fieldsfulFieldsful of shirnshimmershirnmermer undulant ripples
ripening seaswellsseaswells of motion

eastward patches of sugarbeetssugarbeets sprout
thick cauliflower leaves rich green
their heavy white roots fattening
towards harvest

clouds along the mountain rift
reveal a clear thin line of gold
silhouetting distant hawk sharp peaks
staged by the lingering chinook arch

As sunset brightens the chill of dusk
begins to settle like an unseen fog
from the bare sky over fallow fields
only a fluttering grasshopper breaks
the easing fluidity of wind
the silent flow of darkening water
the long dying suns luxurious descent

jim walker

jim walker is chairman of the communications and language arts division at brigham young university
hawaii campus he is the brother of helen walker jones whose poem appears on page 182
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silver fish

politics is like a silver fish bug
generally flitting over a stagnant pond
in which nothing grows nothing lives
and all who gaze in wonderment
transfixed with the darting insect
alighting now and then
to accomplish nothing special
until its dried up carcass disintegrates
As more winged creatures continue
As though nothing happened to begin with

politics exhilarates when one has won
when one is listened to
or wins a major battle for good
at least we think for good
but wins are transient
in the never ceasing changeover
from one person to another
from one regime to yet one more
until the win is transmogrifiedtransmogrifier
into the floor outside the door
through which it earnestly came
to begin with
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politics is shaped influenced drawn anew
each day each hour by press and you
press with admitted double standards
much kinder and accepting
towards the more liberal view
you sometimes apathetic
sometimes true
yet never knowing and seldom caring
at least enough you knew
you should have worked studied
perhaps prayed perhaps
but why what can one person do

politics sometimes is one simple vote
the vote which makes a difference
which defeats or passes
that upon which life andor death depends
unless oblivious to the end
even that lies relatively unimportant
in our sight
and calm regression
to the daze of watching silver fish
puts us asleep
or into lethargy once more

orrin G hatch

orrin G hatch is a US senator from utah 1976
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gods apprentice

the bench lit yellow morning
with its dew dripping softness
hanging yellow walls
your parabolic eager banging
coining the given mettle
hammering out the pure
purposive craft
while the membered machines
and the tools lay waiting
for the zealous simple rhythm
of your glad and boyish heart

paul G allenalienailen

paul G alienallenailen is a poet residing in hertfordshireHertford shire england
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1v1theil ne thhistoriansstorians corner

edited by ronald W walker

sorted till I1 was stupifledstupifiedstupefiedstupistuplfledfiedgied james boswell penned in his jour-
nal injuneinjurein june 1786 he was of course trying to arrange the mountains
of material he had collected on samuel johnson before starting the
lattersbatterslatters biography latter day saint historians have experienced
similar despair the large LDS related manuscript collections that
must be mastered have been both the boon and bane of the historians
craft

therefore scholars will presumably greet this issue of the histo-
rians corner as a mixed blessing dr roger launius who is currently
a civilian historian with the US air force military airlift command
describes an important manuscript collection that LDS scholars have
scarcely mined the papers of the american home missionary soci-
ety AHMS located at the amisteadaminsteadAmistead research center in new orleans
louisiana help to illustrate mormonism throughout its nineteenth
century hegira written by congregational presbyterian dutch
reformed and associate reformed frontier ministers the LDS
related papers in the AHMS collection provide an outside and not
always friendly view of the saints consequently they help to ex-
plain the negative image of nineteenth century mormonism a con-
tinuing interest of present day scholars

THE AMERICAN HOME missionary SOCIETY collection
AND MORMONISM

roger launius

historians of american religion have long known of the wealth of
material contained in the collection of the american home mission-
ary society AHMS located at the amisteadaminsteadAmistead research center the

roger launius a civilian historian with the military airlift command united states air force has recently
finished a two volume dissertation at louisiana state university on joseph smith 111IIIlii
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old US mint new orleans louisiana 1 occupying 23482548254.8234.8 linear
feet of shelf space the AHMS collection is a significant part of the
centers holdings and consists of over 100000 letters from calvinist
ministers traveling on the american frontier as well as 150 letterpress
books containing official correspondence from the new york office

although the collection dates from 1816 to 1936 the great bulk
of the material is dated between 1826 and 1893 the effective period
of the societyssocietys existence the incoming correspondence of the AHMS
collection is arranged alphabetically by state and chronologically
within states it contains letters from missionaries in every state and
territory except alaska arizona and new mexico having exception-
ally large sets from missionaries in illinois iowa michigan new
york ohio and wisconsin the outgoing letterpress books are
bound and filed chronologically 2 most of the letters concerning the
latter day saints are found in the following state subsections

inclusive
state dates quantity

california 1849 93 1 box
colorado 1860 93 1 box
idaho 1872 93 1 folder
illinois 1839 46 7 boxes
missouri 1831 39 1 box
new york 1819 31 9 boxes
ohio 1831 38 4 boxes
utah 1864 93 2 folders

A major difficulty of the collection for historians interested in utah
mormonism will be two significant gaps in the incoming correspon-
dence for some unknown reason no letters exist for any states
operations during 1874 75 and 1878 91 in spite of this problem
the letters found for other periods still make this collection a valuable
resource

the aminsteadamisteadAmistead research center was founded in 1966 by the american missionary society and sisixix af-
filiatedfiliated colleges to preserve materials relating to more than one hundred and fifty years of religious activity of
calvinist churches especially among american blacks the aminsteadamisteadAmistead research center new orleans the
amisteadaminsteadAmistead research center nd1ndnde ppap 1 2 see also william warren sweet the congregationalists A coll-
ection ofofsomrresource marerMatermarenmaterialslaszaslay vol 3 of religion on the american frontier 178318501783 1850 chicago university of
chicago press 19391195911939 whitney R cross the burned overdistrictover district the socialandintellectualsocial and intellectual history ovenof en-
thusiasticthusiastic religion in western new york 180018501800 1850 ithaca NY cornell university press 1950 louis
filler the crusade against slavery 1830 1860 new york harper 1960 clifford S griffin their
brothers keekeepersperspeps moral stewardship in the united states 1800 1865 new brunswick NJ rutgers
university press 19601960.

2 holdings of the amisteadaminsteadAmistead research center new orleans louisiana june 1981 mimeograph pam-
phlet in possession of author
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the american home missionary society was founded in 1826 to
provide money and leadership to fledgling calvinist groups on the
american frontier and to support their efforts until they could be-
come self sufficient within a year of its organization the society had
a budget of 18000 and employed 169 missionaries in fifteen states
by 1832 it supported 506 missionaries in twenty states 3 the society
continued to grow almost steadily thereafter

for the student of mormon history the AHMS collection could
be ofvalue principally because of the correspondence sent by mission-
aries to the central office each man working for the society was
required to make periodic reports to supervisors although these
generally contained accounts only of current activities number of ser-
vices held number of conversions and general comments on the state
of the mission in some cases ministers wrote about the activities of
other protestant denominations about the success of revivals about
the nature of life and culture in their districts and in a few cases
about the early mormon movement

the ministers observations were based on experience with the
latter day saints at the local level the AHMS missionaries had no
sympathy with mormonism and commented harshly but oftentimes
with a freshness not seen among others

in 1830 the AHMS had over twentyfivetwenty five missionaries in new
york state geneva a small town about twenty miles southeast of
palmyra was the seat of the society s western new york district mis-
sionariessionaries operating in the area quickly learned about joseph smith
jr and his work john sherman congregational missionary at
colesvillelesvilleCo wrote of his personal experiences with mormonism 1 I
will relate a circumstance that has given me pain sherman wrote to
his superiors in a november 1830 report

A member of the church at sandford a young female has renounced
her connexion with the church and joined another a church in
Colesville founded by joseph smith this man has been known
in these parts for some time as a kind of charlatan who has pre-
tended through a glass to see money under ground &cac &cac the
book on which he founds his new religion is called the book of
mormon it contains not much and is rather calculated to suit
the marvelous and unthinking part of the world no man in
his right mind can think the book or the doctrines it contains worthy

daniel G horvath ed A guide to the microfilm edition odtheoftheof rhetherge papers odtheoftheof the american home mis-
sionary society 1816 1826 1894 1936 glen rock NJ microfilmingMicro filming corporation of america 1975
ppap 1 5
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of the least notice yet there are a number who profess to believe
in it 4

observations by missionaries in ohio missouri and illinois are
equally intriguing for example one congregational minister from
painesvillegainesvillePainesville ohio wrote to the societyssocietys new york office in 1831
complaining of the rise of the mormon community at kirtland the
sweep of this new denomination in this vicinity has been humiliating
& distressful 5 however the files containing correspondence by
AHMS missionaries from western illinois during the 1840s are by far
the most useful of those files treating early mormonism society mis-
sionariessionaries wrote extensively about nauvoo society politics culture
and religion they particularly directed their comments toward the
relationship of the saints with the rest of society for instance on
5 july 1839 the reverend T K hawley wrote from laharpelaharve located
in the northeastern part of hancock county to his superiors about
the mormon migration from missouri the population of this vi-
cinity is increasing quite rapidly but much of this increase is not of a
very desirable character three families of mormonscormons have recently
come in & others are expected 6

the reverend milton kimball who operated an AHMS mission
in augusta a farming community in the southeastern part of hancock
county began his work in early 1844 in a series of letters spanning
three years he wrote to the societyssocie tys directors never failing to mention
the saints describing the mormonscormons as evils worse than famine &
pestilence and as malignant fanatics thieves robbers & assas-
sins on principle the reverend kimball exclaimed

we know that god can arrest and fix the attention of men amidst the
strong excitementsexcitements which agitate this region infested with mormonism
but how few will see the hand of god in such a calamity as the location
of the mormonscormons in this county although it is as true that he has sent
them as that he sent the lice or the frogs upon egypt we know that we
ought to seek him who has smitten us for help

out of the mormon adversity the residents of the county could
become better christians the reverend told his superiors 7

ajohn4johnohn sherman to absolem peters 18 november 1830 AHMS collection the reverend wesley P
walters suggests that the woman referred to in this reference may have been emily austin wesley P
walters theme abduction of emily austin address to the john whitmer historical association annual
meeting 25 september 1982 st louis mo

william M adams to absolem peters 14 march 1831 AHMS collection
at6tT K hawley to milton badger 5 july 1839 AHMS collection
milton kimball to milton badger 11 november 1844 15 may 1845 10 february 1845 AHMS

collection
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the following letter describes from a non mormon perspective
the interaction of the saints and the other residents of hancock
county the reverend kimball probably spoke for many of the non
mormonscormons of the area when he described the saints block voting pat-
terns and their courting of officials his charge that latter day saint
it voters never think or reason but go by direction of immediate
revelation to the party that will give the most and hence there is no
portion of the people so highly valued by our demagogues as the mor
mons is of particular interest 8 but the reverend kimball also wrote
forebodingly of future conflict between the saints and the gentiles in
the county suggesting that peaceful coexistence was no longer possi-
ble and concluding that in order to avoid open conflict the saints
would have to leave the county or the citizens have some better
pledge of safety than the principles or practices of the mormonscormons have
hitherto afforded them kimballsKimballs letter of 11 november 1844
follows 9

augusta han co ill111ililii 11 nov 1844

cor secy AHMS
owing to the delays in procuring my commis-

sion it did not arrive till some four months of the year had elapsed & I1

thought it best to include in my first report one half the year specially
as in these times postage is a consideration & a draft upon NY in these
distant parts of fifty dolls is much more salable than one of half the
amount

I1 have pursued my work the last six months under circumstances
of much difficulty we learn that at the east you have of late wit-
nessed two great revivals the one of politics the other of business the
former we have had in common with you but the revival of business
has hardly reached us the destructive rains of the last two seasons hav-
ing cutoffcut off most of the surpluss produce but instead of this the revival
of mormon agitation has swept like a hurricane over these parts leaving
many marks of its destructive fury it has not yet ceased and tho there
is now an apparent calm it cannot cease until this whole region is aban-
doned to the mormonscormonsmormons or the citizens have some better pledge of safety
than the principles or practices of the mormonscormons have hitherto afforded

this may have been a reference to the sixth congressional district election of 1843 in which hyrum
smith at the direction of the prophet proclaimed a revelation which stipulated that the saints should vote
for the democratic candidate joseph P hoge in this case the mormon vote gave hoge the election for
while hoge won a majority of votes in the district receiving 7796 ballots to 7222 for the whig cyrus
walker hoges plurality in nauvoo was an overwhelming 2088 to 733 see george R gaylor the mor
mons and politics in illinois 1839 1844 journaljournaloftheof taetherae Ilillinoislinoir state historical society 49 spring 1956
48 66 robert bruce flanders nauvoo kingdom on the mississippi urbana university of illinois press

19651lisy1965 ppap 234 39 theodore H pease illinois election returns 1818 1848 collections of the illinois
state historical library 18 1925192311923 117 125 140.140

milton kimball to milton badger 11 november 1844 AHMS collection I1 have maintained kimballsKimballs
spelling and punctuation throughout this document including cross outs and underlining
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them we know that nothing should separate christians from god the
rock of their strength but the temptation amidst such causes of con-
stant irritation as here exist is very great to indulge such feeling as can-
not consist with acceptable prayer we have reason to believe that the
brethren notwithstanding that our people have maintained to some
good degree the spirit of prayer and I1 believe that last summer we
were saved from witnessing scenes of massacre by by sic the prayers of
those that trusted in god he heard their cry and restrained the rage
of those who delight in war

what will be the end of these things we cannot conjecture the
mormonscormons

great question now is will god give thealthein union & a head capable
like jo of putting down the factions if so they will be formidable
beyond what is commonly imagined scarcely had they commenced
their city when they obtained the control of the legislation of the state
acquired privileges which no others would have the impudence to ask
for and they have maintained an influence over the other departments
of government wholly disproportionate to their numbers this is done
by the same means that have expelled the bible from so many of the
schools of N york

nauvoo is a true daughterof rome & has played the harlot with the
political parties in the same manner & with similar success the party
press she has held in subservincysubserviency the voters never think or reason but
go by direction of immediate revelation to the party that will give the
most and hence there is no portion of the people so highly valued by
our demagogues as the mormonscormonsmormons the romanist always excepted since
the government of the county has fallen into the hands of these men
our people feel themselves in great difficulty but god will scatter his
enemies and save his heritage

the arrangement that all the missionaries shall preach on the subject of
home miss I1 am glad to see adopted & if it pleases the lord I1 shall
soon preach on that subject

yours in the lord
milton kimball

almost at the same time the majority of the church migrated to
the great basin under brigham youngs leadership AHMS mission-
aries began moving into western territories to organize calvinist con-
gregationsgregat ions soon after arriving in mid 1864 to oversee the AHMS
activities in colorado the reverend jonathan blanchard began to
hear stories about a fruitful missionary field in utah and became in-
tensely interested in opening a mission for the benefit of the non
mormonscormons living in the territory consequently on 10 october 1864
the reverend blanchard wrote to milton badger corresponding
secretary for the society explaining the opportunity for the AHMS in
utah and asking permission to begin work there salt lake city has
twenty thousand people without religious teaching except the ribald
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babbling of mormonscormonsMormons he told badger the children arearc growing
up without sabbath schools and there are not one hundred decent
books in the whole territory if the gospel is preached in the
whole territory I1 do not know where 10

just a few days before sending this request the reverend blanchard
had written to brigadier general patrick edward connor commander
of the district of utah to inquire about the potential for a non
mormon mission in salt lake city general connor and his third
california volunteers comprising between 750 and 1500 troops
had been mustered into the union army and sent to utah in 1862 to
protect the overland stage and telegraph routes during the civil war
to prevent indian hostilities and to keep an eye on the mormonscormonsMormons
immediately tensions between the mormon and gentile populations
had arisen prompting general connor to boast that he would in-
vite hither a large gentile and loyal population sufficient by peaceful
means and through the ballot box to overwhelm the mormonscormons by
mere force of numbers 12 he soon found what he thought was an
ideal means of luring gentile immigrants into the territory when he
discovered valuable minerals in the canyons surrounding salt lake city

the following letter is connors reply to the reverend blanchard
it invites the AHMS to begin work in the territory promises military
protection if necessary and predicts that the non mormon popula-
tion of utah will increase rapidly as a result of mining interests and
other opportunities in the region A transcription of connors letter
follows13follows13

HEADBEADheadquartersQUARTERS DISTRICT OF UTAH
camp douglas utah territory

near great salt lake city
october 251 1864

revrevjregjj blanchard
prest wheaton college

wheaton ills
dear sir

your favor of the 6tat instdinst making
inquiry concerning the gentile population of G S lake city and the
practicability of establishing an orthodox church therein has been
received in response I1 have to say that the present gentile population
of salt lake city numbers perhaps fromfronk four to five hundred

10jonathan blanchard to milton badger 10 october 1864 AHMS collection
dejedesereadeserefideseretDeseref news 29 october 1862 leonard J arrington and davis bitton the mormon experience A

history of the latter day saints new york alfred A knopf 1979 p 172
12 general connor is quoted from arrington and bitton the mormon experience p 174

brigadier general patrick E connor to jonathan blanchard 25 october 1864 AHMS collection I1
have maintained connors spelling and punctuation including where he has crossed out words and where he
has writtenwritten capital letters over small ones
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including many families this class is increasing very rapidly and with-
out being too sanguine I1 feel justified in saying that in another twelve
months the permanent gentile population will number not less than
two thousand already a large portion of the business community is

composed of antilesgentilesntilesnt ileslleslies and the country and trade being opened up
here in the heart of the continent are attracting hither capital enter-
prise and ability the development of the silver mines in near prox-
imity to the city is progressing with wonderful energy and rapidity
and there is now adjoining the mines in rush valley a town of no less
than forty comfortable houses already erected most of these are ten
anted by families who are almost exclusively gentiles the great want
however which has long been sorely felt by the gentiles in this terr-
itory has been and still is an orthodox christian ministry now they
have no place to attend on the sabbath for public worship nor are the
restraining and humanizing influences of the christian religion thrown
around the community to me it has long been a source of no little
surprise that while the several denominations of the church send their

parts
missionaries to the uttermost oundsboundsb of the earth to redeem
mankind it has never been Serioserloseriousiseriouslyusi thought that here between either
verge of the great continent is to be found the grandest field for mis-
sionary labor leaving out of view entirely the wants and religious
necessities of the soldiers of this command and gentiles congregated
here the mormon people themselves have greater need of missionary
labor than any other people or community on the face of the
earth

a
without expressing anyaeyant preferenceifirpreference for any sect or division of the

church I1 would in common with hundreds soon to be augmented to
thousands of my fellow citizens here hail the coming of a man of
god to teach christ and him crucified in this community

in refereneereference to the other point suggested by rotayettrolayou 1I hehayehave to add
no I1
thaethat so long at least as the troops remain here freedom of opinion
and the expression of it in its broadest american sense will be pro-
tected and a church could be established here without any apprehen-
sion of interference from the mormon authorities I1 have every
confidence too that an orthodox minister would be well sustained in
a pecuniary point of view but with the organization for missionary pur-
poses now so happily extant throughout our country this could sure-
ly be but a trifling point in the consideration of the question

I1 have the honor to remain
very respectfully

your obtabt servtserat
P edn connor
brig geni US vols

comdg dist

although general patrick connors dreams of flooding the salt
lake valley with gentile settlers did not materialize on the basis of
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brigadier general patrick edward connor
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his favorable report about prospects in utah the AHMS sent norman
mcleod to salt lake city in early 1865 thus opening the first con-
gregationalgregational mission in the territory 14 the reverend mcleod im-
mediately began sending to his new york supervisors picturesque
descriptions of the mormon kingdom the first missionaries en-
countered some opposition from the saints and virtually every letter
described an actual or perceived threat to the welfare of the mission
these men also reported on their general lack of success among the
mormonscormonsMormons on their efforts to maintain an operation in the great
basin and on political problems between the saints and the union 15

numerous letters other than those in this article could be
quoted however this note has only described the AHMS collection
it has introduced the contentscontents of the collection by quoting two letters
and excerpts from other letters that show the tenor of the collections
holdings about the latter day saints much more remains to be done
with this rich source of primary material its use could broaden the
scope of mormon scholarship beyond denominational studies creat-
ing a more rounded portrait of the churchschurche history the american
home missionary society collection is readily available at the
amisteadaminsteadAmistead research center but it is also accessible on microfilm for
those researchers who cannot travel to new orleans the microfilm
collection containing 385 reels of 35mm film can be purchased from
the center along with a guide briefly describing the holdings 16

there is unfortunately no general index to the collection however
a search of the state files listed previously should allow historians to
focus on virtually all correspondence relating to the mormonscormonsMormons

14 leonard14leonard J arringtonarlington great basin kingdom an economic history oftleoftbeof fhethe latter day saints lincoln
university of nebraska press 1958 ppap 201 2 and horvath guide to the MicromicrofilmVm edition ppap 40 86

norman5norrnan mcleod to milton badger 21 august 1865 and jonathan blanchard to milton badger
11 february 1865 both in AHMS collection

horvath guide to the Micromicrofilmdimaimfim edition
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mormon bibliography 1982

scott H duvall

the publishing on LDS topics continues to increase each year
this bibliography for 1982 contains about one hundred and fifty
more entries than the 1981 bibliography A large portion of this in-
crease occurred in the biography and family history section which has
more than twice as many entries as last years

part of the reason for this dramatic increase is a new periodical
entitled horizon tijdschriftrjdschrift over de mormoonseMormo onse gemeenschap
horizon Aaljournaljournalajournal abouttheabout raetheraf mormon community in the bibli-

ography the title is abbreviated to horizon horizon is published in
belgium under the editorship of wilfried decoo the first issue
appeared in january 1982 and the periodical has been published
monthlybimonthlybi since then

the editorial policy of horizon is simply to provide for the
dutch speaking members of the church a positive forum for news
about the church of jesus christ of latter day saints part of this
news in 1982 was of course information about current activities of
the church in europe doctrinal and historical articles however
also help make horizon a well rounded magazine for instance
dr douglas F tobler professor at brigham young university with
barton W marcois andandjandaJ L W van langendijkLangendijk published a three
part article march july and september entitled geschiedenis
van de mormoonseMormoonse kerk in nederland en vlaanderen the his-
tory of the mormon church in the netherlands and flanders

in addition there are several articles in each issue which deal
with the lives and contributions ofvarious members of the church A
few of these human interest articles are reprinted from this people
magazine but many articles are original with horizon and highlight
the activities and life histories of european mormonscormonsMormons articles of this
nature help the church members in these areas develop church iden-
tity the church becomes an integral part of their national as well as
their spiritual lives

scott H duvall is assistant curator of special collections harold B lee library brigham young university
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As the church becomes more and more an international church
the members throughout the world expect to feel a heightened sense
of belonging to an important organization in the december 1982
sunstone review appp 5 7 jose susurrosuburro suggested that the tramon-
tane saints need a perspective on their unique communities this
perspective would include an understanding of church history in the
various countries as well as factual information on the condition of
the church in the world and in the local country susurrosuburro pleaded for
a publication to help these saints acquire such a perspective horizon
has shown a good beginning

wilfried decoo and his staff are to be congratulated for their am-
bitious endeavor horizon is a worthy example of what may be the
first of several such privately published periodicals designed to in-
form latter day saints in different parts of the world about local LDS
happenings and history
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september 1982 41 44
the dramatized stories of the presidents great leaders of the church of jesus

christ of latter day saints provo utah eagle systems international 1982
draper larry W orson pratt pioneer and scientist pioneer 29 january

february 1982 6 7

durham G homer N eldon tanner his life and service salt lake city utah
deseretdeseretbookcobook co 1982

embry jessie L richardson family history provo utah charles redd center for
western studies brigham young university 1982

engelbert frederique paul vos ikikdankdank de heerheervoormijnvoor mijnfijn lengtelenete horizon 1
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ericksen ephraim E growing up in preston pre 1900 memoirs of E E

ericksen part 1 cache valley newsletter march 1982 ppap 1 3

B J ericksen of preston part 2 cache valley newsletter
april 1982 ppap 7 10

the ericksensEricksens pioneer to preston part 3 cache valley
newsletter may 1982 ppap 5 7
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tury memoirs ofofeE E ericksen part 4 cache valley newsletter june 1982
ppap 7 8

turn of the century academy scenes advocacy of large
families part 5 cache valley newsletter july 1982 ppap 6 8

the memoirs of ephraim E ericksen part 6 cache valley
newsletter august 1982 ppap 1 3

espinoza luis and cleria espinoza ricardo en perla farciabarcia eersteberste kerkledenkerkleden in
chili horizon 1 november 1982 26 28

eyer mary sturlaugson heherestorethrestorethRestoreth my soul salt lake city utah deseretdeseretbookbook
co 1982

foster lawrence james J strang the prophet who failed restoration 1

october 1982 9 13
gardner afton the family of neil livingston & janet mcnair not

published 1982
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gibbons francis M lorenzo snow spiritual giant prophet of god salt lake
city utah deseret book co 1982

gonzalez billy from misfits to champions salt lake city utah hawkes
publishing 1982

gorton stephen R peter vidmar uncompromising skill this people 3

december 1982 32 34

hafen bruce C elder neal A maxwell an understanding heart ensign 12

february 1982 6 13

hardy lynda cory boys who became prophets salt lake city utah deseret
book co 1982

hart mark marcus the great apples of gold in glory unfold preston
idaho educational service 1982
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kindred saints the mormon immigration of alvin and
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harward ritch heber thomas ogden and margaret muir ogden not
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hawkins ward the damnation ofjohn doyle lee woodland hills calif tara
press 1982
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van atta dale 1 I willard marriottmarriottjrjr A time to every purpose ensign 12

october 1982 26 31
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the challenge and craft of mormon biography BYU
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washburn wasel amelia black comp alvin lavell and wasel amelia black
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watson mary roselia meservy autobiography npap 1982
watson rural pearl george richardlymanrichard lymaniymanlyman family history auburn calif great
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watt ronald G phineas howe young brighamsBrighams big brother also a valiant

pioneer pioneer 29 march april 1982 6 7

whitehead blondell the young and fatherless true west 29 august 1982
46 51

whiting frank M one ofofusUs amateurs provo utah stevensonsstevensonnStevensons genealogical
center 1980

whittaker david J orson pratt prolific pamphleteer dialogue 15 autumn
1982271982 27 41

wilcock vern acton and elizabeth wilcock tippets virginia wilcock bauer and
alvin D wilcock comps history of william wilcock his first wife
Nizabetaelizabethzabeth sharp his second wife elizabeth brown and their descendants
npap published by elizabeth wilcock tippets 1981

wilcox pearl samuel brannan first mormon millionaire restoration trail
forum 8 august 1982 4 5

williams M S marie osmond talks about her marriage mccallsMc Calls august
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wladimir jan kochanski pools virtuoosvirtuousvirtuoos vriend van de paus horizon 1

september 1982 22 25
woodbury charles charles woodbury journal salt lake city utah krauts

pioneer press 1982.1982
woodruff wilford wilford woodruff s journal salt lake city utah krauts

pioneer press 1982.1982
wouter van beek van de afrikaanseAfrikaanse brousse naar het ringpresidiumpresidiumring horizon

1 january 1982 28 31
young melvin L life story ofmofM L young npap 1982
youngreen buddy reflections of emma joseph smiths wife orem utah

grandin book company 1982

contemporary

ainsworth charles harold religious and regional sources of attitudes towards
blacks among southern mormonscormonsMormons phd diss washington state university
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alder douglas D the mormon masses sunstone 17 november december
1982471982 47 48

anderson lavina fielding the lion house utah holiday 11 april 1982
52 61

messages from the manuals part two exponent 118II11 8
winter 1982 5 6 18

on being happy an exercise in spiritual autobiography
exponent 118II11 8 summer 1982 1 4 14

appreyamprey maurice effort to separate in a pubertal mormon convert A terminal
profile child psychology and human development 12 spring 1982
142 52

bahr howard M religious contrasts in family role definitions and andperformanceperformance
utah mormonscormonsMormons catholics protestants and others journalforjournjournalalforfortor the scientific
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bahr howard M spencer J condie and kristen L goodman life in large
families views of mormon women washington DC university press of
america 1982

barlow lisa and garyjamesgary james bergera anti mormonscormons on the move sunstone
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bleh charlotte alvoet BYU womens conference A gathering of women
exponent 118II11 8 spring 1982 9 10

brennan bonnie christine freedom to choose A comparative study between
russian urban women and mormon urban women in utah phd diss
university of utah 198

burton D jeff the phenomenon of the closet doubter sunstone 7

september october 1982 34 38
bybeeBybeeJayjay callisterscallispersCallisters decision sunstone 7 march april 1982 60 63

judge callister and the ERA sunstone 7 january february
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charles melodiemelodic M the pilgrimage exponent 118II11 8 summer 1982 13

charney linda reflections on passion exponent 118II11 8 fall 1982 1 2

christensen bruce L A light unto the world issues in mormon image
making sunstone 7 july august 1982 24 26
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christensen harold T the persistence of chastity A builtinbuilt in resistance within
mormon culture to secular trends sunstone 7 march april 1982 6 14

clapp rodney fighting mormonism in utah A divorce death threats and
dogged persistence christianity today 26 16july16 july 1982 30 31 47 48

clarkdarkoark marden whose yoke Is easy sunstone 7 november december 1982
40 46

cummings richard J quintessential mormonism literalmindednessliteral mindedness as a way
of life dialogue 15 winter 1982 92 101

dallas baptists arm for mormon onslaught sunstone review 2 may 1982

9109 10
de azevedo lex pop music and morality north hollywood calif embryo

1982

dew sheri L becoming saints this people 3 june july 1982 34 38
living the gospel on the great plains this people 3

august september 1982 50 54
dushku judith R brother bennett sexism and the handbook exponent 119ilgII11 9

fall 1982 11

edwards paul M why philosophy sunstone 7 september october 1982
57 59

england eugene can nations love their enemies an LDS theology of peace
sunstone 7 november december 1982 49 56

farrellfarrelljohnjohn aloysius utah inside the church state denver the denver post
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feinauer leslie celia H woodcock and suzie tarmina mormon sexuality A
clinical viewpoint exponent 119II11 9 fall 1982 16

finch eliza H from a bishops wife exponent 118II11 8 summer 1982 11

fletcher peggy A light unto the world issues in mormon image making
sunstone 7 july august 1982 16 23

fohlen claude les mormonscormons vusaus par les francais rev francaise deludesdetudesdEtudes
AmeriAmetiameniamerlamereameticainesamericainescaines 6 1981 223 34

forman charles W the island churches of the south pacific emergence in the
twentieth century maryknoll NY orbis books 1982

gerlach larry R blazing Croscrossessesinin zion the ku klux klan in utah logan utah
state university press 1982

goldberg robert the less things change sunstone 7 september october
1982 49 50

gottlieb bob and peter wiley zion in gomorrah part one mormonscormons and
gambling in las vegas sunstone review 2 july 1982 1 9 11

zion in gomorrah part two mormon political involvement
in las vegas sunstone review 2 august 1983 3 5

hildreth steven A the first presidency statement on MX in perspective BYU
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hoffman gary B mormonscormonsMormons plan private TV network sunstone review 2 june
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hoffman nicole the soul selects her own society sunstone 17 march april
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1 I am whole again exponent 119II11 9 fall 1982 8
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jaynes blair D emergency survival packs how to prepare a 14 day family evacua-
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jones garth N spreading the gospel in indonesia organizational obstacles and
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book reviews

BRADLEE BEN JR and DALE VAN ATTAAITA prophet of blood
the untolduntoldstorystory ofervillebaron andtheundand rhethe lambs of god new york
G P PutnaPimpumputnamspimiamsputnamsriamslamsms sons 1981 350pp350 appp 159515.951595

reviewed by M guy bishop a research historian residing in farmington utah

on 16 august 1981 ervil morrel lebaron was found dead in his
cell at the utah state prison the victim of a massive heart seizure at
one time he was recognized by a small group of zealous disciples as

the one mighty and strong a divinely anointed prophet who
was called to usher in the second coming of the lord for others
however including his religious opponents and a host of law en-
forcement officials ervil lebaron was satan incarnate the accused
perpetrator of death and destruction throughout the westernwestern united
states and in mexico but wherein does the truth lie in prophet
of blood two skilled journalists try to answer that query it is an
intriguing and disturbing tale of polygamy lust for power con-
spiracysp iracy and murder

the lambs of god the name assumed by ervil lebaronsBaronsLe fol-
lowers constituted a socio ideological subculture of mormonism
which advocated the continuance of the practice of plural marriage
although polygamy was officially suspended by the leadership of
the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints late in the nineteenth
century the principle as practitioners choose to refer to it con-
tinued unabated by a scattering of devotees acting on the assump-
tion that the prophetic mantle of joseph smith which sanctioned
polygamy for the faithful had been secretly passed on in the 1880s to
a small group of men specifically chosen to preserve it the practice
continued to thrive in isolated pockets of rural mexico and the
american southwest and it was from this heritage that ervil
lebaron would eventually emerge

by the mid twentieth century clusters of polygamists inhabited
the united states and at present are estimated to number near thirty
thousand however prophet oxbloodofbloodof blood focuses on the activities and
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rivalries of just two groups the church of the firstbornFirstborn with fun-
damentalistdamentalist roots in the infamous short creek arizona colony
founded by john Y barlow in the 1930s and the lambs of god a
band of dissenters which seceded from the former organization in
1971 led by ervil lebaron himself the son of a polygamous union
the dissidents quickly assumed an aggressive no holds barred
approach to winning converts LeBarons ultimate goal included not
only the conquest of the firstborners but an eventual usurpation of
the leadership of the LDS church as well if religious polemics failed
to change hearts and minds then the lambs of god were willing to
employ violent means

perhaps the most fascinating aspect of the entire book is the
description of the careful development of an us versus themthern men-
tality which ervil lebaron nurtured among his sheep As de-
scribed by the authors it was the almost paranoid fear of persecution
which drove the group to commit murder with a sense of impunity
just as religious fervor when properly directed can be a tremendous
force for good misguided zealotszealous can be made to feel justified in kill-
ing for the lord lebaron evidently convinced the lambs that such
was their cause traitors so called false prophets which came to en-
compass everyone but the one mighty and strong and assorted
other opponents were possible targets for assassination one member
of the cult boasted that the group was responsible for up to seventeen
unsolved homicides

although not an actual participant ervil lebaron was convicted
in may 1980 of first degree murder in the slaying three years earlier of
rulon allred then the head of the church of the firstbornFirstborn the
death of allred a longtimelong time challenger for the mantle ofjosephofjoseph and
one whom the lambs of god had frequently called to repentance
was viewed as the will of god such a position was well within the
dictates of cult orthodoxy opposition was to be silenced and false
prophets to be eliminated therefore the murder was applauded by
LeBarons followers

prophet oxbloodofblood4sofbloodis a powerful well written book ben bradlee
and dale van atta appear to have done their homework thoroughly
and mastered a very complex subject at the same time it is a dis-
quieting study the reader cannot help but wonder how ervil lebaron
persuaded his adherents to murder in the name of true religion ob-
viously this was not the first time in history that violence had been so
justified nor unfortunately is it likely to be the the last one has to
look no further than the evening news to find similar incidents but
for the spiritual and ideological descendants of nineteenth century
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mormonism these subjects from the past such as plural marriage and
blood atonement strike closer to home whether the LDS church
now sanctions or ever did sanction principles such as these it is fas-
cinatingcinating to consider a contemporary subculture which accepts them

any criticisms of this book would in general be dictated by the
tastes of the reader scholars might find the total lack of footnotes or
bibliography to be unforgivable 1I for one would have appreciated
at least some clues as to other works on fundamentalism as well as
insight regarding the authors occasional attempts to analyze the
lebaron movement from a psychological standpoint for example
they surmise that ervil lebaron was full of the persecution com-
plex which from an amateur point of view seems justified but
they never really outline this trait in even a rudimentary fashion
also bradlee and van atta often mention joseph smith and the
political kingdom of god but fail to place the concept within its
proper historical context by demonstrating even a passing awareness
of fine recent treatises on the subject finally there are sections of
prophet oxbloodofbloodof blood which smack of journalistic sensationalism for ex-
ample several pages of the third chapter seem to identify a member
of the lebaron family as prone to nudism and free love perhaps a
true observation but largely irrelevant to the matter at hand

minor shortcomings aside I1 highly recommend the book it pro-
vides important insight regarding this very real subculture of mor-
monism which has often been overlooked and while ervil lebaron
and the lambs of god were without a doubt the more negative
aspect of polygamous society between the lines is also a chronicle of
hardworking people who sincerely practice what they hold to be true
whether or not their claims are valid the entire fundamentalist
movement certainly goes much deeper than the more remembered ex-
ploits of a handful of misdirected individuals portrayed herein

GODFREY KENNETH W AUDREY M GODFREY and JILL
MULVAYmulvayderrDERR eds womens voices an untold history of the
latter day saints 1830 1900 salt lake city deseret book co
1982 448448ppappp 9959.95995

reviewed by richard H cracroft dean of the college of humanities brigham
young university

it is mormonism or nothing for me p 382 so confided
thirty two year old ruth may fox to her journal on sunday 14 july
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1895 in the same week that she became a member of the salt lake
county republican committee went bathing in the great salt lake
started summer school at the university of utah attended primary
general conference recited some of her own poetry at saltairsultairSal tair at-
tended sacrament meeting at the tabernacle and performed sealingsdealingssealings
in the salt lake temple little did she know that she would continue
such a pace until her death in 1967 at the age of 104

it is into this kind of active and vigorous female life a life
firmly centered in mormonism that we are permitted to dip some
twentyfivetwenty five times in womens voices an untold history of the
latter day saints 1830 1900 and it is the compilation of these lives
into one rich and notable volume which makes this book a truly
significant addition to the increasing number of published memoirs
and journals of mormon women

after culling nearly 250 diaries letters and journals left by
mormon women of the nineteenth century the editors kenneth W
godfrey audrey M godfrey and jill mulvay derr have carefully
selected for inclusion a variety of womens voices from across the spec-
trum of nineteenth century mormon history and while one might
expect to hear the powerful voices of such forceful mormon women as
mary fielding smith eliza R snow emmeline B wells susa young
gates and ruth may fox one may be surprised to hear a timbre in
their voices not heard before and in a context which makes such
familiar voices representative of the entire mormon sisterhood

and we also hear the less familiar but powerfully moving voices
of such women as mary ann weston maughan caroline barnes crosby
bathsheba wilson bigler smith patty bartlett sessions patience
loader nancy abigail clement williams and martha cragun craig
these voices proclaim to usius their great grandchildren not only that
they lived but also that they lived fulfilled rich individual lives of
commitment to god to church to family a commitment which
unifies their various tones and enables the reader to understand more
fully the remarkable vibrancy of nineteenth century mormonism it
is mormonism or nothing for me

to present such diverse voices in their historical context the edi-
tors have ordered six decades of mormon history into nine sections
presented chronologically and introduced by brief historical notes
which skillfully set the stage for the ensuing excerpts the nine
sections range from becoming a mormon through kirtland

missouri nauvoo and the trek westward to immigra-
tion colonization of the great basin the 1870s A decade
of collective and personal achievement to the final section
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persecution the manifesto and statehood which includes
coloniajuarezColonia juarez each section features two to five excerpts from jour-
nals letters and diaries by women who were anxiously engaged
in the momentous events of the era each of these women is in turn
carefully but briefly introduced biographically literarilyliterarily and
historically

the thrust of the editors is clear mormon women are not un-
sung heroines but neither are they fully understood p 1 to
assist the reader in coming to an understanding of mormon women
the editors have selected the most moving important and informa-
tive p vii passages for inclusion passages which faithfully reflect
the great movement of nineteenth century mormonism p 22
in their excellent and informative introduction the editors make an
important clarification while only 15 20 percent of the church
populace practiced plural marriage plural wives seem to be dispro-
portionately represented among mormon women whose writings have
been preserved p 16 perhaps this faithful fifth were more
willing to obey the prophetic injunction to write or perhaps they saw
their roles as historically unique for whatever reason they wrote
and the volume reflects that disproportion doubtlessly because in
the voices of such committed women are heard the tones of the
greatest drama the greatest trials and the greatest devotion to
mormonism and the greater need to be understood by a generation
of latter day saints to whom plural marriage and perhaps the other
great sacrifices endured seems not only remote but unthinkable
the volume reflects however though it does not underscore both
the trials and tensions of plural wifehood and the selfless love and
shared affection which as martha cragun cox wrote single wiferylifery
never knew p 15

in our day when a few mormon women pit themselves quietly or
vociferously against their church it is interesting to read of the devo-
tion of women to that same church and of the fulfillment found in
that commitment a theme which is sounded repeatedly through-
out each of the twentyfivetwenty five accounts and there are other unifying
tones as well persecution even by mormon families and friends
terrific hardship and discomfort heartache at the frequent loss of
babies and loved ones ill health the drudgery of farming building
midwifery home industry constant cooking church service sending
sorely needed husbands on foreign missions such hardships are
ubiquitous in the volume and are lightened all too infrequently by
such interludes as ward dances concerts plays clubs debates
politics and an endless round of visits a major activity in the lives of
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these women conclude the editors the contributions of mormon
women while not as visible as those of men were in many ways of
greater import partly because of the difficultiesdffficulties they faced p 396

also common to these voices summarize the authors is the
universal desire for beauty and the ability to recognize and foster it
whether in dugout or clapboard house in england or nauvoo or
st george common as well is the great importance of familial love
even for the single sister represented here in hepzibah richards

and the fact that these women along with so many other women
and men whose records are yet to be published or whose stories will

never be known lived lives of commitment to a cause greater than
themselves lives that deserve to be remembered p 396

well documented and edited womens voices is an important
volume for the library the western or mormon history buff the
historian the voices heard in this volume remind us that every life is
laden with the stuff of drama but such drama is more certain when
that life is one of steadfast devotion to a cause especially when that
cause means changing ones beliefs leaving ones home enduring
persecution adopting a new and generally unacceptable lifestyle
fleeing into a wilderness and building a community all the while
teaching and rearing a family attempting to promote some ves-
tiges of culture and sending the family breadwinner on repeated
unremunerated missions to convert the very people who had caused
the upheaval these voices in various tones and at various ampli-
tudes murmur speak sometimes shout to us from the past with such
vigor and realism as to lend these accounts literary as well as historical
importance for in these powerful records of personal lives we see
enacted and recorded day by day year by year those little human
acts which add up to important literary expression about individuals
whose lives came to mean mormonism or nothing and whose
lives thanks to this fine volume now mean so much more to many

LYTHGOE DENNIS L let em holler A political biography of
JJ bracken lee salt lake city utah state historical society 1982
introduction 322 ppap index 175017.501750

reviewed by F ross peterson chairman of the department of history and
geography utah state university

it has been over a decade since J bracken lee retired from utah
public life for over forty years bracbrae lee was immersed in utah
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politics serving as mayor of salt lake city for two terms he also
sought election to both the US senate and the US house of
representatives he gained national attention as a critic of the
graduated income tax and federal deficit spending As a dominant
force lee combined natural political knowledge with tremendous
energy and sustained amazing political popularity dennis lythgoe
has spent the time since lees retirement preparing a political biog-
raphy of this colorful and controversial utahan utilizing extensive
personal interviews and the lee papers lythgoe has attempted to
evaluate lees political impact

although lee gained considerable national attention his career
was utah centered and his influence on utah was considerable As
governor and mayor J bracken lee was willing to fight many battles
some important and others mere shams when he fired those who
opposed him be they liquor commissioners police chiefs or univer-
sity presidents he did it with flair and finality those who despised
lee were numerous yet the voters kept electing him this is why lee
is still an enigma although J bracken lee is a non mormon his
wife is LDS he usually had the support of many general authorities
of the predominant church in utah that fact is confusing as lee was
often accused as mayor both of price and salt lake city of running
open cities open means that his administration was easy on pros-
titutiontitution vice and liquor law enforcement however in every lee
election even when he ran as an independent there was a large LDS
constituency that voted for him lythgoesLythgoes explanation of this elec-
toral success is that lees fiscal conservatism his passion for economy
in government and his republicanism endeared him to such LDS
leaders asasjaejJ reuben clarkdarkoark thorpe B isaacson and ezra tahttatttafttabt benson
who in turn influenced the mormon vote

lees political career is fascinating and this book has certain
elements of captivation there is no doubt that the author knows his
subject and handles it fairly lythgoe does not fall into the biogra-
phers trap of being so close to his subject that he loses objectivity
however bracken lee is such an exciting subject that more is ex-
pected than the author delivered

the long awaited biography has definite limitations which are
somewhat surprising there is no bibliography included immediately
hampering the critical reader more upsetting is the fact that lythgoe
relies almost totally on oral interviews newspapers magazines
and the lee papers why the papers of republican contemporaries
such as senators arthur V watkins and wallace bennett were not
used is a mystery the papers of governors george dewey clyde
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and herbert maw are available and contain many items on lee yet
these sources do not play a major role in the biography the many
congressmen who served while lee was active are also ignored as
primary sources these criticisms do not negate the value of the oral
interview nor the significance of lees papers but the use of other
papers would have added essential interpretations noticeable by
their absence are articles in scholarly journals or theses and disserta-
tions on utah political history there are some excellent studies of
specific elections campaigns and people

another major problem with the volume is organization
lythgoe chooses to use a short chapter format an average of fourteen
pages which means that some of the chapters are vignettes which
stand like a picture of an isolated city in the midst of a seascape
there is little attempt at transition and the abrupt shift hampers the
narrativesnarratives three examples illustrate this point one chapter is
mistitledmistitled hatred for lawyers parnell black and the taylor case
and another is battle with bateman sandwiched between them is
a potentially important chapter on mormon church influence both
outside chapters discuss lees attempt to force resignations from
public officials As lee lost both cases and there are definite
similarities the two topics would make for effective treatment in
a single chapter the third example concerns a brief chapter

donjesseDon jesse neal and capital punishment this chapter could have
been located anywhere but written as it is it should not be included
lee is incidental to the story there were six executions during lees
gubernatorial tenure neal is the only one discussed the author
does not develop lees ideas or philosophy on the subject lythgoe
doesdocs suggest that the neal case was to governor lee what joe hill
was to governor william spry p 191 but that conclusion is
unfounded and undocumented and indicates simply the chapter is a
filler

lythgoesLythgoes main difficulty in let em holler is a lack of analysis
unfortunately he rarely asks why events took place or why lee
did what he did for instance why was lee admired by ultracons-
ervativeservative groups so much was it his opposition to the united nations
his refusal to pay personal income tax or his spirited defense of
senatorSenatosenatorjosephrJosephjoseph mccarthy why did he attack utahs senior senator
elbert thomas as being a stooge who has been too long associ-
ated with the reds the pinks and the fellow travelers p 87
although lythgoe entitles one chapter mccarthyismmccanhyismMcCarthyism and justice
wolfe he never reveals why governor lee was caught up in the
mccarthy phenomenon why he used the tactics of fear and smear if
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accusations were wrong as they have been shown to be then the
author needs to evaluate that behavior

lythgoe comes very close to handling the delicate subject ofofldsoflasLDS
influence on utah politics but he again falls short in his conclusion
lee was absolutely brilliant in maintaining a close relationship with
church leaders and simultaneously rejecting their counsel on numer-
ous occasions lythgoe never uses the evidence to state that some in-
dividual general authorities used their position to influence politics
the best evidence is contained in a footnote on douglas stringfellow
this tragic and significant occurrence should not be buried in a foot-
note yet it is governor lee and senator watkins argued over
whether or not representative stringfellow who ultimately admitted
that he had parlayed false war stories into a term in congress should
be dropped from the 1954 GOP ticket agreement was reached only
when ezra taft benson called and said drop him because lee was
open apparently honest and cooperative lythgoe has accumulated
massive evidence on the topic of church influence but he does not
analyze that information and provide answers as to why the church
leaders did what they did to exert influence in this regard lythgoe
fails to mention one of the most controversial events in lees guber-
natorialnatorial career together with thorpe B isaacson a mormon
general authority and also chairman of the utah state agricultural
college board of trustees lee fired louis madsen as president of
USAC although there are two chapters on education lythgoe never
mentions the madsen firing or isaacsonsIsaacsons part in it this is admittedly
touchy material and would have to be handled carefully but lythgoe
has elsewhere demonstrated the capacity to do so one is left to ques-
tion why he sidestepped the matter lythgoe also needs to deal more
directly with the sensativesensitivesensative question of when is a general authority
acting in his capacity as a representative of the church and when he is
acting in a professional role or as a common citizen

J bracken lee requires more analytical study he was an amaz-
ing person who incited intense feelings of hatred and devotion the
very kind of material that lends itself to biographical analysis
lythgoe who was able to gain the trust and cooperation of numerous
people was in a good position to make such an analysis perhaps in
the final consideration however his connection with people and his
wide use of personal interviews may have caused him scholarly dif-
ficultyfi because in the end he is reluctant to write hard conclusions
at times J bracken lee was narrow arrogant petty and wrong at
other times he was broad compassionate understanding and right
it is the biographers obligation to help the reader reach conclusions
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about the personality and character of the person under study in this
case the reader is never given the help needed

STANNARD DAVID E shrinking history on freud and the
failure of ofpsychohistorypsychohistoryPsycho history new york oxford university press 1980
xx 187 ppap illustrations notes and index 129512.951295 hardcover
5955.95595 paperboundpaperbound

reviewed by R lanier britsch professor of history and coordinator of the asian
studies program brigham young university

A sure sign that a book is making some kind of impression is the
number of reviews it receives shrinking history has received more
than its share and not without reason few books in recentyearsrecent years
have made a more convincing case if you accept it for the abandon-
ment of a major though relatively new historical methodology
because so much time has passed since this books publication it
seems that a review of the most useful reviews is in order

publication notices found inside and on the back cover of the
paperback edition would lead one to believe that all reviewers are
agreed on the unqualified virtues of shrinking history but as usual
these selections are misleading reviewers do however agree on one
major point that shrinking history is a cogent critique of the pres-
ent state of the newly developed field of psychohistorypsychohistory I11 what
cogent implies is another matter to those critics who had rejected
psychohistorypsycho history before reading this book it is the death knell for a
floundering field to those who believe that psychohistorypsycho history is a
worthy new means of discerning the past shrinking history is little
more than a clever polemic few reviewers however have been able
to discount its contents and arguments without careful consideration
of stannardsstandardsStannards major points

what are his major points and what briefly is the controlling
idea of the book the central point of his thesis is according to
critic irving E alexander that much of the work in psychohistorypsychohistory
uncritically and mistakenly utilizes the tenets of psychoanalysis as ex-
planatoryplanatory principles the exposition then unfolds in five polemical
chapters exposing the weaknesses of freudsfrauds theory followed by a
chapter essentially restating the case 2

irving E alexander journal of orthopsychiatry 51 october 1981 747
21bidbid
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I1 have observed thatathat a reviewers perspective on whether the work
is simply a polemic depends on previous intellectual commitments
psychologists of nearly all varieties seem not to care for stannardsstandardsStannards
thesis which is simply stated that freudsfrauds work was seriously flawed
and therefore could not serve as a solid scientific foundation for
psychohistorypsychohistory reviewers from the psychology side almost universally
take issue with stannardsstandardsStannards broad sweeps and general lack of depth in
understanding how far and in how many different directions psy-
chology has come since freud if there is one outstanding criticism it
is that stannard throws the psychohistoricpsychohistoric baby although somewhat
spotted out with the bath water and as one reviewer has said with
the kitchen sink as well 3

psychohistoriansPsychohistorians also findfiad stannardsstandardsStannards approach too limited he
relies on certain presuppositions he accepts a narrow view of

psychology writes reviewer nathan C HalhalehaiehaihalejrdalejreJrjr 4 stannard often
overgeneralizesgeneralizesover and oversimplifies

if the book has such major shortcomings why have so many
scholars paid attention to it one reason is that it is a well written
entertaining book A reader cannot help chuckling from time to time
at the seeming naivete of some freudian positions stannard has
selected his material carefully in order to destroy his opposition his
case seems tight and well reasoned in fact from a limited view it is

in hales words

stannard is at his best exposing the flaws of psychohistorypsychohistory the reduc-
tionism and oversimplification the presumption of traits and events for
which little or no evidence exists the post hoc ergo propterprocter hoc fallacy
the attribution to the past of viewpoints parochially rooted in the pres-
ent the assumption of psychological causes for matters better explained
by social custom each objection is ably argued with illustrations
ranging from erik eriksons luther to fawn brodies jefferson 5

however it has been noted widely that stannard devotes only one
chapter to close examination of a psychohistoricalpsychohistorical work freudsfrauds
leonardo da vinci and a memory of his childhood which was writ-
ten in 1910 6

the real issue of stannardsstandardsStannards book comes down to whether or not
the word psychohistoiypsychohistorypsycho history means freud based psychoanalytic history
or whether it means history supplemented by the various insights of
the psychological disciplines stannard clearly believes it means the

jack beatty new republic 183 23 august 1980 35
wathannathan C haiehaleHalhaichaihalejrdalejreJrjr the journal ofamericanof american history 67 march 1981 890
ibid p 889

predfred A bloom yale review 70 winter 1981 312
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former and carefully destroys psychoanalysis as a basis for historic
insight his point seems well taken many historians do believe
psychoanalysis is the basis of psychohistorypsychohistory many psychohistorianspsychohistorians
however do not accept a freudian foundation for their work nor do
the majority of empirical psychologists still accept freudsfrauds theories
his historic contributions to psychology notwithstanding

psychologists and psychiatrists who have analyzed Shlinkingshrinking
history find stannardsstandardsStannards debunking pass6passepassa they point out that his
arguments have long been discussed within their professions has he
nothing new to add from the historians point of view perhaps he
has he clearly makes the point one so often overlooked that
applied psychology whether one refers to psychoanalysis counseling
in all its forms and schools or some other name for delving deeply
into the unconscious part of man requires direct interaction be-
tween the practitioner and the subject that is the client the patient
or whatever the revealer of inner motivations might be called herein
lies a major weakness in psychohistorypsychohistory no historian no matter how
skilled can probe into the inner depths of his subjects mind without
that subjects direct response without that interaction there can be
no psychoanalysis there can be no free association there can be no
self revelation or personal insight and that is what psychoanalysis is
all about stannard implies that psychohistorianspsychohistorians are trying to do
what psychiatrists would generally be loathe to attempt that is to
psychoanalyze a corpse 7

nevertheless stannard seems not to recognize that there are
other realms of psychological knowledge as well as other behavioral
and social science disciplines from which it is possible to borrow
legitimate methodologies As rudolph binion wrote ever more
psychohistorianspsychohistorians are working directly from full and straight facts with
ever less regard for clinical theory for freudianism aside
historians out for explanations cannot escape psychohistorypsychohistory history
is what people did singly or collectively why people did what they
did means motives both conscious and like it or not unconscious 8

finding the basis for peoples motives is the heart of most historical
inquiry certainly psychology can lend insights into the reasons for
personal actions and psychoanalysis is not necessary to accomplish
this task

aside from stannardsstandardsStannards blind spots saiShisarshrinkinginking history is a useful
study it makes clear the weaknesses in the field of psychohistorypsychohistory and

beatty new republic p 37
rudolpharudolphtrudolph binion american historical review 86 april 1981 370
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causes its readers to think carefully about what they do and do not
believe about historical methodology As a result of reading this
book I1 do not believe in long distance psychoanalysis however I1 do
believe more strongly than ever that it is possible to use the psycho-
logical disciplines for research in history especially biography but
this conclusion I1 did not get from stannardsstandardsStannards book rather it was
substantiated by the reviews
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afferAfterAftemafterwardsafterwordsaftemordswordsords

to the editor
the review of john lefgrensLefgrens april but lefgren s greater contribution is

sixth by S kent brown C wilfred that he also found another witness to
griggs and H kimball hansen sum-
mer

that exact birth date through an im-
pressive1982 claims that lefgrensLefgrens work demonstration of interscripturalinterscriptural

11 abounds in unjustified assumptions self consistency lefgren shows that by
misinformation and misunderstandings beginning on a biblical crucifixion date
but on the contrary lefgren s book con-
tains

and then counting back the number of
valid scientific research giving new years and days of the saviors life from

insights on the savior s birth date the the book of mormon one arrives at 6 april
reviewers objections are either unfounded I11 BC the exact birth date implied by
or irrelevant the doctrine and covenants this is

lefgren states that his intent is to new evidence for the 6 april birth date
show how the modemmodern revelation con-
cerning

because it isis not based solely on a literal
the significance of april 6 is in interpretation of Ddacd&c& C 202011

perfect harmony with other sacred writ-
ings

let me summarize the main points
p 12 that is he proposes that of his argument although the bible is

the belief that jesus was born on 6 april vague about the date of the savior s birth
1 BC is consistent with all LDS scripture it is so precise about his death that the
but not necessarily with all secular day friday 1 april AD 33 is indicated
sources all dates refer to our another possible date is 5 april AD 30
gregorian calendar the reviewers but hoehner concludes persuasively that
claim that lefgren also believes the the AD 33 date for the death of christ

1.1 resurrection of jesus fell on april best explains the evidence of both sacred
sixth he does not his date for the and secular history I11

resurrection is 3 april AD 33 p 61 the book of mormon account is so
the reviewers characterize lefgrensLefgrens precise as to suggest the exact number of

methodology as unscholarly but he years and days that the savior lived it
actually followed the scientific approach describes the appearance of a sign that
of testing a theory that had been pro-
posed

heralded the saviors birth on the fol-
lowingto explain certain observations day 3 ne 111919 and states that

lefgren observed 1 that some LDS time was later reckoned from that sign
leaders had interpreted dacd&c 201 to it also describes a great destruction at the
mean that jesus was born on 6 april savior s death on the fourth day of the
1 BC and 2 that both the bible and thirty fourth year 3 ne 85 thus if
the book of mormon discuss chronologi-
cal

jesus was born on the first day of the first
aspects of the savior s life his theory year he lived thirty three nephite years

was that if these observations are ac-
curate

and three days
they should be self consistent orson pratt first suggested that the

and he tested the theory by examining saviors birth date could be calculated by
every relevant scriptural reference he starting on the better established crudcruci-

fixionfound none that conflicts with a birth date and counting back the num-
berdate of 6 april 1 BC of years and days from the book of
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mormon journal ofdiscoursesof discourses 15215253152555 3 years in determining the beginning of
he proposed that the nephite year prob-
ably

his successors reign they unwittingly
had exactly 365 days as did the undermine the principal argument for

mesoamericanMeso american calendar and the ancient the AD 30 crucifixion date which they
egyptian calendar presumably favor

having identified the fourth day of lefgren notes that lukes chronol-
ogythe thirty fourth nephite year as 1 april implies thatjesusthat jesus was born in 2 1 BC

AD 33 one counts back three days more the reviewers attempt to discredit lukes
than 33 nephite years because our cal-
endar

account by appealing to tertullian
would insert eight leap days in because they believe he supports their

those thirty three years one must count theory that jesus was born about 6 BC
back five days less than thirty three of but tertullian states augustus survived
our years arriving at 6 april I11 BC for after christ is born fifteen years
the birth date the year before AD 1 finegan p 224 the death of augustus
was 1 BC it is not surprising that in august AD 14 is in the fifteenth year
lefgren interprets such impressive inter after april 1 BC so tertullian actually
scriptural accuracy in minute chronologi-
cal

agrees with luke and lefgren not with
details as evidence thatjosephthat joseph smith the reviewers in fact most of the early

was a prophet christian writers support a 2 1 BC birth
the reviewers principal objection date

seems to be that secular history proves the reviewersreviewers criticize lefgrensLefgrens
beyond a doubt that herod who was choice for the crucifixion year of AD 33
visited by the magi after jesus birth maintaining that parker and dubber-

steindied in 5 4 BC if so jesus must have raise serious questions about
been born about 6 BC rather than 1 BC fotheringham s work and all but show
but this objection is irrelevant to that the passover of AD 33 fell on may
lefgrensLefgrens thesis that the scriptural second but on the contrary parker
sources are consistent with a 1 BC birth and dubberstein claim their tables are
moreover there is doubt about herodshernds based on fotheringhams calculations 3

death date which some historians still they list nisan as postponed one month
claim occurred about 1 BC 2 because in AD 33 on the baababbabylonianlonianionian calendar
lefgren was unconvinced about herodshernds which intercalated years according to a
death date the reviewers conclude that fixed nineteen year cycle in jerusaleminjerusalem

abnyaprilapny sixth is exposed as a house built intercalation was done both by astro-
nomicalupon sand but to me it was refreshing and local agricultural condi-
tionsto see lefgren use the scriptures as a 4 finegan after examining the

standard to judge secular sources rather parker and dubberstein results con-
cludesthan vice versa that the AD 33 and AD 30 dates

in order to correlate with our calen-
dar

are the only possible candidates finegan
lefgren had to choose one date from p 300

secular history lefgren is not especially the reviewers also attack lefgrensLefgrens
concerned with the dispute over herodshernds astronomy but their objections are ei-

therdeath date because implicit in his choice irrelevant or based on their misunder-
standingof crucifixion date he has anchored his of the observational lunisolar

chronology to secular history through the calendar for example the reviewers
undisputed death date of augustus claim that lefgren assumes that the sky
caesar which the reviewers agree is was clear on the dates chosen so that

known almost to the minute it is the thin crescent of the new moon could
ironicironic that when the reviewers insist that be seen but the judean court used

there exists no tolerance of at least two calculations to determine the first day
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of the month during bad weather mai alone is inconclusive true but we have
monidesconidesmonides ppap 75 77 the reviewers also prophets to interpret scripture for ex-

ampleclaim that a twenty eight hour old moon president harold B lee inter-
pretedwould be among the earliest sightings that verse to mean that 6 april

ever recorded whereas it would have was the anniversary of the saviors birth
been so commonplace as not to have ensign july 1973 p 2 president
even been considered marginal 5 spencer W kimball taught likewise

the reviewers note that lefgrensLefgrens ensign may 1980 p 54 the re-
viewersresults hinge on some unproven as-

sumptions
instead cite an apostle who says

true as does all scientific only that he cannot state with finality
theory but if his assumptions are cor-
rect

when the natal day of the lord jesus
then his result is valid let us then actually occurred

examine these assumptions it should be clear from these obser-
vationslefgren assumes the nephitesNephites used that april sixth is a far more

a 365 day calendar as did the egyptians valid book than the reviewers claim A
and the mesoamericansMesoamericans the jewish thesis founded on the prophets and
lunisolar calendar may seem more rea-
sonable

scripture cannot be exposed as a house
but it does not fit the data built upon sand

the saviors death occurred on the four-
teenth day of the lunar month john dr john P pratt
19191414 not the fourth day 3 ne 85 1I astronomer with
can think of no better assumption than eyring research institute
lefgrensLefgrens and the reviewers offer none provo utah
orson pratt made the same assumption
and he cannot be accused of having

preconceived notions because he
counted back from the earlier crucifixion NOTES

date and thus did arrive 6not at april or harold hoehner chronological aspects ofodthenhethe
at 1 BCB C life of caristchrist grand rapids mich zondervan

the scripture states the nephitesNephites 1977 p I1111lii11 see also jack finegan handbook of
biblical princeton princeton

reckoned from the time or the chronology NJ
university press 1954 ppap 285 301 both use the

period when the sign was given julian calendar
3 ne 27 8 which lefgren interprets 2seeaseeee for example john mosley when was

to mean from the very night of the sign that christmas star griffeth observer 44
december 1980 2 9 and john mosley and ernest

again orson pratt made the same assump-
tion

martin the star of bethlehem reconsidered an
which seems justified by the wording historical approach the planetarianpianePlaneranantanan 9 summer

used the reviewers suggest an alternate 1980 6 9 countered by douglas johnson the
star of bethlehem reconsidered A refutation of

assumption that they reckoned only the mosleymartinMosley Martin historical approach the
from the year of the sign not changing planetarianPlane fahantananfaban 10 first quarter 1981 14 16

the first day of the year perhaps but in richard A parker and waldo H dubbersteinDubberstem

that case the first day of the first year babylonian chronology 626 BC AD 75 chicago
of press 1942 23would still be 6 april 1 BBCC given the university chicago p

an excellent reference on the observational
365 day year and the savior would jewish lunisolar calendar isis the code ofmaimomdesofillaimonides
have been born thereafter 3 ne 11 sanctification of the new moon trans solomon

but that contradicts the reviewers idea gandzgancz new haven conn yale university press
1956

thatthatjesusjesus was born in 6 BBCC even using
5 using the equations of H goldstine new and

the earlier crucifixion date full moons 1001 BC to AD 1651 philadelphia

the finalfinalnai objection is that the be-
lief

american philosophical society 1973 1I calculate
the elongation inin question to be over 15 degreesthat born 6jesus was on april which was deemed visible by the court

1 BC is based on dacd&c 202011 which malmoMaimomaimonidesmaimomdcsnides p 65
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response
the accompanying correspondence date of herodshernds death for one to draw

from john pratt concerning john C attention to a variety of astronomical
lefgrensLefgrens work aprylapril sixth has merit possibilities or to advance arguments
and has been instructive weaknesses based on sources written more than a
however still persist while others millennium after the time ofjesusofjesus eg
could be mentioned we need only focus maimonidesMaimonides misses the point we
on the two notions which buttress the know how long herod reigned and when
entire position of both lefgren and his reign began historical and
pratt items which we discussed at some numismatic evidence are conclusive
length in our review BYU studies 22 herod died in 4 BC try as one might
summer 1982 375 83 one cannot escape this fact

other observations could be made
I1 the first key to the position for example concerning the chronologi-

caladopted by lefgren and pratt rests on differences between the synoptic
the chronometrical system supposedly gospels and johns gospel in the ac-

countsemployed by the people of the book of of jesus death and concerning
mormon it is assumed by both that the anachronistic arguments about how
because the egyptian and the meso the lunar month is begun when the new
american calendars each have 365 days crescent moon is not or can not be seen
the latter must have been derived from but such would be connoisseurs points
the former by way of the nephite time which do not affect the fundamental
reckoning scheme several difficulties position adopted by author and cor-

respondentimmediately appear 1 why must the the two key issues detailed
two chronometrical systems be linked Is briefly above particularly the latter in
it not possible even more likely that our view stand decisively against any
astronomical observations made in-
dependently

historical attempt to date jesus birth to
in each culture led to a 1 BBCC

similar calendar 2 why suppose that
the nephitesNephites employed the egyptian S kent brown
calendar when their religious obser-
vances

C wilfred griggs
must have been based on the H kimball hansen

israelite reckoning ofoflehisofLelehisgehishis time 3 As professors at
we noted in our earlier essay the accom-
panying

brigham young university
point that the nephitesNephites

counted time from the very day of the
sign ofjesusofjesus birth is but an assumption
the one clearly relevant passage is

not precise enough to allow any such
definitive conclusion 3 ne 25 8
4 for purposes of establishing jesus

birthdatebirthratebirthdate we note that had the
nephitesNephites adopted the egyptian 365 day
calendar the first day of the year at the
time ofjesusofjesus birth would have fallen in
july not april simply stated we do
not know the length of the nephite
year period

II11 the impossibility of dating
jesus birth in 1 BC arises from the
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